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1.0 INTRODUCTION
A solar domestic hot water and space heating system using air type solar
energy collection techniques is presented for a specific design. The system
consists of a modular designed prepackaged solar unit containing solar col-
lectors, a rock storage container, blowers, dampers, ducting, air-to-water
heat exchanger, DNW preheat tank, piping and system controls. The system
was designed to be installed adjacent to a small single family dwelling.
The prepackaged unit is documented for 135, 203 or 271 square foot collector
arrays utilizing a particular commercially available solar collector with
appropriate storage capacity. This document describes design, performance
and hardware specifications in sufficient detail to (1) fabricate a pre-
packaged unit, (2) to allow architectural engineers and contractor to pro-
cure, install the site oriented hardware and finally (3) to permit a con-
tractor to operate and maintain the system.
l'	 aL.s^v.i.x.._	 ..	 _._._..V..,._,.^i	 ^vuc..._^v_c...m, ^..r...s.........._..c.. .a_.,_ .._^_. ....._..s. _...... 	 .0	 _...- ...._.....	 ._	 _, .. ._..«.._.l__.. ...	 __^......_.. ..._. .
.,1._	 _	 ^^	 .'-^^	 _._ ... ^_^^.. ..._._. ^_._	 __ ^... _:....M._ a_ _a_ ....1^ «, fT.l'fi. .1P'e:1Mf'^L•
SIMS Prototype- System 4 is an air-operated solar space and domestic hot-water
heating system.
	
Eleven functional components, as described below are, con-
figured in the system as illustrated in Figure 2.0-1.
Functional Components
(1)	 Sol`aron Corporation Series 2001 flat plate air-type solar
kj collectors
` (2)	 Pre-fabricated modular pebble bed, thermal storage unit + _
' (3)	 One Grainger Inc. Model 7C812 airblower
(4)	 One Grainger Inc. Model 2C986 air blower with _5K900 motor
(5)	 Two Ruskin Model CD454PW/MP1161 control dampers'
f
6	 Two American Warm ing Model SHB-D-1217 back-draft da mpers withO	 9	 P ► 	 i
i cohrelastic blades
^
(7)	 Two American Warming Model DAA-P-8150 balancing dampers
(8)	 Jackson Manufacturing Model UCO 5225 hot water tank for system J
{ preheat tank
:'	 2 (9)	 Halstead Mitchell Model SW2-18-18-8 air-to-liquid heat exchanger
(10)	 The conventional hot water heater
(11)	 The auxiliary heat source
-(12)	 Control components '(described in later section)
3
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Figure 2.0-1, System 4 Schematic Diagram
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As illustrated in Figure 2.0-2, the system has three modes of operation to
maintain three different air circulation loops: (1) Collector to Storage,
(2) Collector. to Load and (3) Storage to Load. Air flow is controlled by
two blowers and two control dampers as indicated in 'Table 2.0-1. Solar
energy is collected in modes (1) and (2). Space heating is accomplished
in Modes (2) and (3).
k	 .
w^ Water is circulated in the domestic hot water preheat loop between the
air-to-water heat exchanger and the preheat tank by syphon action.
	 Domestic
"	 01 hot water heating is primarily accomplished in mode 1 when air temperatures
to the heat exchanger are hottest; however, when air temperatures to the
k, heat exchanger are higher than preheat tank water temperatures, water heating
can also be accomplished i'n modes 2 and 3.F
r	 `( Two non-solar components (10), a conventional domestic hot water tank, and
(11), an auxiliary heat source, operate in conjunction with the solar hard- F
ware to augment system heating requirements.
	 These components are site de-
pendent and existing items at the site.
	 Their location in the overall system
is illustrated in Figure 2.0-1.
	 The two non-solar_ components (10), a domestic
j^
- hot water tank, and (11), an auxiliary heating unit, are contained within the
site dwelling and are connected to the Remote Solar Assembly by insulated
piping and ducting.
.' All of the solar components (1) through (9) are assembled together in a modu-
larized structure, to form a stand alone Remote Modular Assembly.
	 This pre-
` packaged unit is documented for 135, 203 and 271 net square foot collector
array sizes utilizing the Solaron Corporation Series 2001 collector.
	 Appro-
priately sized modular thermal storage units are included in the designs for
each of the three collector array sizes.
	 Larger Remote Modular Assemblies
a
could be assembled using the same modular hardware, but with appropriate
blower and duct changes.
M•	 i
System control consists of simple on-off temperature sensitive components.
These components and elect • ical_circuits are described in the Control Sub-`
F?	 - system, Section 2.5.
.
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MODE 1 Collector to Storage
	 MODE 2 Collector to Load
Mode
Collector Loop
Control Damper
Collector Loop
Blower
Load Loop
Control Damper
load Loop
Blower
Mode 1
Collector Open On Closed Off
to Storage
I
Mode 2
Collector Open On Open On
to Load
Mode 3
Storage Closed Off Open On
to Load
MODE 3 Storage to Load
Figure 2.0-2, System 4 Moms of Operation
I
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Air Flow Control Matrix
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kl The system can be functionally divided into Collector, Energy Storagp, Energy
' Transport, Domestic Hot Water, Controls and Auxiliary Energy Subsystems. 	 Each
of these subsystems is described in the following sections. j
h?
.	 q
2.1	 COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM k
j System 4 collector subsystem consists of either 8, 12 or 16 Solaron Corporation,
Series 2001, air heated collectors with appropriate mounting and flashing hard.-
ware.	 The basic collector is a 3 ft. wide by 6.5 ft long by 7 1/4 inches{
thick rectangular parallelopiped shaped unit with a 24-gage steel enclosure.
The back surface insulation of the collector is l inch thick, 2 pounds per s
cubic foot fiber glass batt. 	 The absorber is 24-gage steel with a PPG "Dura-
crop 600" surface finish. 	 The absorptivity and emmissivity of the absorber
is 0.94 and 0.82 respectively. 	 The weight of each collector is 153 pounds.
The collector is double glazed with 1/8" thick low iron tempered safety glass +,
(Fourco) having a total transmittance of 0.77. 	 The Series 2001 collectors can
be ganged 2-high for serial air flow.	 Many additional collectors can beganged
together by paralleling the 2-high collectors to form 2 by X collector array.
t System 4-Design Description Drawing, 7934983, shows series-parallel air flow
paths for 2x2, 2x4 and 2x8 collector arrays.	 Air manifolding between collec-
` tors is maintained within the collectors.
r
The Solaron series '2001 collector efficiency is described by Figure 2.1-1.
p	 plottingThe collector arameters used in 	 tt 	 this curve are defined as follows;
t
n	 _ Collector efficiency s
' Tin	 _	 Collector inlet air temperature in of
Tamb	 Ambient outside air temperature in OF
-
T	 -	 Effective combined transmittance of both
glazings at normal -incidence
a	 _	 Absorber solarabsorptance Y
F'	 _	 Collector efficiency factor
F	 _	 Collector heat removal factor
R Al
U
L
	=	 Collector heat loss factor
' WC;
	
Air flow rate test condition
I	 _	 Solar insolation in Btu/Hr Ft2
.^ (Ta)n	 =	 Effective transmittance - solar absorptance
^--
.
product at normal incidence
k
c
I
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2.2	 STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
System 4 storage subsystem consists of a bed of pebbles contained in a
rectangular shaped thermally insulated enclosure.
	 The enclosure fabricated
for the System 4 demonstration is 117.5" long by 70" wide by 52 3/4" high and
contains approximately 5 1/2 tons of washed rounded stones 3/4" to 1 1/2" dia-
meter.
The storage subsystem is designed and documented per 7934940 drawing for 75,
112.5 and 150 cubic feet ca pacities as required for 8, 12 and 16 collector array
sized systems respectively.
	 These storage capacities result in a thermal
0storage capacity of approximately 10 Btu/ F per square foot of collector.
Air is circulated from top to bottom through the pebbles when operating in the
collector to storage mode of operation.
	 Air flow is reversed and passes up
through the pebbles when operatin
	 in either the storage to load or collector9
to load modes of operation.
	 In the latter mode, only a portion of the total air
passes up through storage (about 1/2 of the total load).
The pebble bed enclosure is constructed by assembling side panels, end panels
and top cover panels within the Remote Solar Assembly.
	 The floor in the
structure forms the base of :^  the storage enclosure.
	 Pebbles are supported 12
inches above the floor of the enclosure by a welded steel grating assembly.
The space between the grating and the floor forms a lower plenum.
	 'The space:
between the top cover and the surface of the pebbles forms an upper plenum!.
The enclosure has' three openings.
	 One opening, 18" x 18" is located in the
top center cover and provides passage to the upper plenum.
	 The other two
openings, 6" x 48" are located one each near the base of the ends of the
enclosure and provide passage to the lower plenum.
Basic building - block panels have been designed to fabricate each of the
three capacities described above.	 Larger storage capacities can be ob-
tained in 37.5 cubic feet increments by assembling the necessary combinations
t
A.-I
ofthe existing design building - block panels.
	 Panels required for a 8, 12
and 16 collector systems are defined in Table 2.2-1.
4
^j 8
WC
 = 2cfm/ft2
T = .77
ol.	 = .95
(Tx)n = .74
F R = .70
U L = .90
P = .85
80
n - FR(7-4)n - F R U^ ; TIN - TAMBI
I
.I-- n=.52-.63(TIN-TAMB)
\\ 	 I	 JJ
60
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c
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Figure 2.1-1, Sularon Corp. Series 2001 Collector Efficiency
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Table 2.2-1	 Rock Bed Storage Encl_osure_Hardware_
System Panel Panel Panel
Description Usage Part No. Size Qty. Openings
f r 8 Collector Assy
` 7934940-1 Side 7934936 48"06 11 x4 3/4 11 _ 4 None	 f
7934940-1 Top 7934978 70 11 x40 3/4"x4 3/4" 1 18"x18"
7934940-1 Top 7934937 70"x40 3/4"x3/4" 1 None
7934940-1 End 7934938 70"x48"4 3/4" 2 611x46"
}
j 12 Collector Assy
} 7934940-2 Side 7934936 48"06"x4 3/4" 6 None
7934940;2 Top-End 7934937' 70"x40 3/4"x4 3/4" 2 None
7934940-2 Top-Center 7934939 70"x36"x4 3/4" 1 18x18 ^F
Y > 7934940-2 End Panel 7934938 70"AVA 3/4" 2 6"x46" r`'
r
16 Collector Assy
_ I
7934940-3 Side 7934936 48"x36"x4 3/4" 8 None
7934940-3 Top-Inner 7934939 70x36"x4 3/4" 1 18 "x18"
7934940-3 Top- Inner 7934977- 70'1 06"x4 3/4" 1 None
7934940-3 Top-Outer 7934937 7006"x4 3/4" 2 None
7934940-3 End 7934938 70 11 AVA 3/4 2 6 A6
1
i
tP i
:r 1
L
10
"7. ."""'^^..-
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The insulated panels are a sandwich type construction consisting of 4_.25
thick isocyanurate foam, Upjohn CPR 9545, with .060 "thick polyester-glass
face sheets bonded with epoxy adhesive, Dexter Corp. EA934. Polyester-glass
channels 4 3/4" x 1 5/8" x 3/16" is bonded to all edges of the sandwich panels
including openings to protect the foam. Isocyanurate foam sheets are laid on
the floor of storage to insulate the base.
a
The grating which supports the pebbles is a welded assembly that is sized
consistent with the storage panel modular concept. 	 One grating assembly is re- 	 i
quired for each 37.5 cubic feet of storage.	 The assembly consists of a rectan-
gular_sheet of steel grating to which four legs are welded. 	 The grating has
3/16 11 _x 3/4" bearing bars 1 3/16" on centers with 1/4" square cross bars 4" on 	 a
centers.	 The legs are 2" x 2" x 3/16" steel structural angle. 	 A 1/2" x 1/2"
mesh steel wire cloth with .040" diameter galvanized wire is laid above the
grating to prevent small pebbles from falling through the grating.
J
A piece of perforated sheet metal is placed on the top surface of the pebble
bed and centered under the top center air opening. 	 The purpose of the sheet 	 f Al;A
is to deflect the air to eliminate channeling of air through the center of the 	 J,I
pebble bed.
1
11 i
2.3 ENERGY TRANSPORT SUBSYSTEM
The energy transport subsystem y em is a two-blower .system with control dampers,
balancing dampers, back draft: dampers and interconnecting duct work. This
subsystem consists of the following hardware:
Item	 Description	 Qty
1 ,Collector Loop Blower Assembly	 Grainger 7C812	 1
Load Loop Blower Assembly 	 Grainger 20986 blower with
	 1 ;
" 5K900 motor
' Control Dampers 	 Ruskin CD454PB/iJMP 1161
	 2
., Balancing Dampers 	 American Warming DAA-P-8150 	 2
.Back Draft Dampers	 American Warming SHB-D-12.1: 7	 2 a
Collector Loop Duct	 12" Round 26 gage galy.
	 AR
Load Loop Duct	 14" Square 26 gage galv.
	 R;
Air flow is adjusted in either the collector loop or load loop by varying the
la
pulley diameters of the meter shaft. pulley.
	 The blowers are belt driven, "A" 9
width, with motors mounted to the blower housing on a swivel base to facili-
tate belt tension adjustment. 	 The motors are 115 VAC, sleeve bearing, auto- '.4
matic-reset-thermally protected motors.	 The motor for the collector loop is a
112 horse power, 1725 rpm, split-phase motor. 	 The motor for the load loop is a
3/4 horse power, 3450 rpm, capacitor start motor.
E{	 j
M	 " The collector loopblower has a 4.35" pitch diameter pulley on the blower
shaft and a 1.9" to 2.9" pitch diameter variable pitch pulley on the motor
shaft.' No adjustment in pulley diameter is considered necessary after the
initial	 setting.	 The load loop blower has a 6.85". pitch diameter pulley'
on the blower shaft and a 2.8" to 3.8" pitch diameter variable pitch pulley
on the motor shaft.	 Pulley diameter adjustment will most likely be required
when the system is installed in the field so as to obtain the desired air
flow.	 Motor current should be monitored while adjusting pulley diameters to
verify that the motor rating is not exceeded. .:
*
-	
12 F-,
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The collectors are manifolded together in two eight ( 8) collector series -
parallel arrays as shown in System 4 Design Description Drawing 7934983.
Air is ducted to each array in two parallel loops in a " Y" configuration.
Balancing dampers are installed in series with the collector arrays in each
parallel "loop so that the flow through the two loops can be equalized,
The purpose of the back-draft dampers is to eliminate the possibility of re- h
verse air flow in the collector loop and load l oop ducts.	 The dampers are
the fabric vane type and are 14"xl4 11 xl	 1/2 1 '.	 The vane material is #1010
'
cohrlastic.	 Dampers are installed in the 1414" ducts at outlet from
storage in the collector l oop and at the inlet to storage in the load l oop.
i
Two 115 VAC motorized control dampers are utilized in the system to provide
on-off air flow control in the collector and load loops.
	 The dampers are
metallic parallel blade construction.
	 A linkage between a crank on the drive
motor shaft and a crank on the damper blades provides the necessary force to
open the damper blades. 	 A helical tension spring attached to the crank of
y.$ the drive motor applies the force necessary to close the damper when the
drive motor is de-energized.
The collector loo 	 ducti ng is mains	 12" diameter round 26 gage galvanizedp	 9	 Y	  9	 9
3
steel.	 The load loop ducting is 14" square, 26 gage _ galvanized steel.	 Ir-
regular shaped transistior, ducts are utilized at inlet and outlet to items'
such as storage unit, blowers and air to water heat exchanger.
	 These tran-
sistion ' pieces are fabricated of 26 gage galvanized steel sheet stock.
y	 ^
All ducting and items in the duct such as the air to water heat exchanger
:9Y
tt and blowers are covered with 3 inches of Upjohn I`nc., uthane 190, urethane
foam to provide insulation with a R value of 20 or better.	 The insulation _.
was bonded to the surface to be insulated with vapor barrier contact adhesive,
Midwest Chemical Co. Bon-grip 169-24. 	 The outside surface of the insulation #
r is painted with polyvinyl chloride mastic weather barrier,-WC-1 E2, which is
manufactured by the Vimasco Corp., Netro, West Virginia. 	 The paint forms
a tough water proof surface over the otherwise deli cate urethane insulati on a
"I
surface.
_
__
	
_
{
r.
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i 2.4	 DOMESTIC HOT WATER SUBSYSTEM tx ^'
p
^^ e domestic hoFigure 2.4-1	 is a schematic diagram of th9	 9	 ^	 t water 'system . .	 Hot
a
t
.^ water is provided in the solar system by means of (1) an air-to-Water heat .
^.
exchanger in the air duct at the top of storage and (2) a 52-gallon water
storage tank to preheat the water supplied to the conventional building ;hot
water heater.
	 Water circulates from the _heat exchanger to the preheat tank
by thermosyphori action whenever water in the heat exchanger is heated above
the water temperature in the preheat tank. 	 The conventional domestic hot '
' water heater draws its supply from the preheat tank and auxiliary energy -is
used only if the temperature of preheat tank is below.the water heater set #
point.	 Cold supply water is drawn into the base of the preheat tank when
domestic hot. water, is used.	 Cold water at the base of the preheat ,tank is
drdwn to the heat exchanger while hot water in the heat exchanger rises to ('
the top of the preheat tank through l" diameter soft copper tubing to main-
1 tain the thermosyphon-flow.
:s
A thermal	 bleeder valve is installed at a low point in the thermosyphon Tine s"f
C lose to the heat exchanger to provide positive protection against freeze-ups. ;`a
The valve senses the surrounding water temperature in the water line near the
j
heat exchanger and begins to open at temperature below 40 OF and is full open at
	 p	 p
o34 F.	 When water is bled from the system, it will be replaced by warmer city
water to maintain the water temperature in the heat exchanger above freezing
{ temperatures.	 Water drawn by the thermal bleeder valve may raise or lower the }.f
temperature of water in other parts of the domestic hot water system to tempera-
tures equal to the sup ply water temperature which serves to protect other	 arts4	 PP Y	 P	 P	 P
of the system from freezing.
!
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Figure 2.4-1, Hot Water Subsystem Diagram
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2.5	 CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The control subsystem provides the means to control the collector loop blower,
the load loop blower and the auxiliary heating unit. The control subsystem
consists of the following component hardware:
Item Description	 __
i
Function
eT^Controller No.
	
1 Solar Control Corp. Closes with a AT > 40°F
Mod, 77-171* Opens with a AT < 40OF
!•	 eT Co ntroller No. 2 Solar Control Corp. Closes with a AT > 250F
Mod.	 77-17,1* Opens with a AT < 	 250F
Storage Temp High ASCO Mod l0A/QF1lA4 Opens at__200°F on temp. rise
Limit Switch Closes at 190°F on temp. fall
Storage Temp Low ASCO Mod lOA/QF11A4 Opens at 950F on temp rise
Limit Switch Closes at 90OF on temp. rise
Preheat Tank High Grainger 2E051 oAdjusted to ` open at 150 f
'-	 Limit Switch on temp. rasep	 1
Blower Relays (2)Y Honeywell R8225D 1003,Yw Coil operates .on 24 VAC and{
switch power to the bl owers
Site Dwelling Honeywell T42H Contacts close in sequence
a	 IThermostat (2 Stage) with temp. risex
Summer Mode Switch Standard wall switch Manually operated
(SPST)
E	 Transformer (2) Converts 120 VAC to 24,VAC
' , Pressure Relief Valve Watts Mod lOx6 Valve opens at 1850  on rise
Thermal Bleeder Valve McMaster Carr Valve starts to open a^ 38°F
Mod 4858N16 and is full open at 34 F
The; control components are arranged in two basic circuits as shown in Figure
2.5-1.
	 One circuit controls the collector loop blower so that solar energy
can be collected when available and/or transferred frompebble bed storage
to water storage on demand. The other circuit controls the load loop blower
to the heat can be delivered to the site dwelling when heat is required.
	 Table
2.571 shows the control component states for all possible modes of operation.
* Note:	 The controller is modified to eliminate the freeze and boil protection
features and to energize the control relag with a AT > 40°F and de-
energize the control relay with a AT < 25 F.
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Table 2.5-1 System 4 Control Modes with Component States
Mode Mode*
Cont.
No.	 1
(Relay)
Summer
Mode
Switch
Cont.
No.	 2
(Relay)
Stor. Temp
H1 Limit
Preheat
H1	 Limit
Stor. Temp
Lo Limit
Room Temp. Therm.
-
1st Sta a
	
2nd Stage
Collector
to
Storage
1 C 0 - C C - 0 0
1 0 C C C C - 0 0
1 C C C C C	 - 0 0
Collector to
Load	 4
2 C 0 - C C - C 0
Collector to
Load with
Aux.	 Heat
1st	 Stage
2 C. 0 - C C C C 0
Collector to
Load with
Aux.	 Heat
2nd Stage
2 C 0 - C C - - ,	 C
Storage to
Load
3 0 - 0 - - - C (	 0
Storage to
Load with
Aux.	 Heat
lst Stage
3 0 - 0 - - C C 0
Storage to
Load with
Aux.	 Heat
2nd Stage
3 0 - 0 - - - - C
KEY: C - Switch or relay cortacts closed
0 - Switch or relay contacts open
- - Switch or relay contacts in either state
acceptable
wn in Figure 2.0-2 on page 6.
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2.5.1 Collector Loop-Blower Control
-Collecting Energy
Solar energy is collected when heat is available in the solar collectors by
running the collector loop blower. Energy can be collected in modes 1 and 2
with control component states as shown in Table 2.5-1. A AT Controller,
Controller No. 1, senses the temperature difference between the outlet of
collector and bottom of storage. A control relay within the controller is
energized when the temperature difference is 40 OF or larger. This closes
the relay c ontacts which completes the collector bl 	 i	 t	 d	 i 	 p 	 ower c rcui  an energizes
the collector blower relay._ The circuit is deenergized and the blower motor
power cut-off when any of the following events occur:
(1)	 The temperature d_i.fference between outlet of collector and bottom
of storage is less than 25 0F, s
^	
(2)	 -The Storage Temperature High Limit Switch contact opens when the
.^	 1
bottom of storage- is 200OF or higher.
f	 (3)	 The Preheat Tank High Limit Switch contact opens because the DHW
preheat tankis 140OF or higher. :-0
f
I
Transferring Energy
Energy is transferred from rock bed storage to the domestic' of water preheat
tank when an excess: of solar energy is available.	 This is accomplished by
running the collector blower.	 Since hot air from storages passes through the
collectors on its way	 o the air-to-water heat exchanger,
	
  ene rgy will be lost
through the collectors. 	 This mode of `operation is therefore'not permitted in
the Spring, Fall	 and Winter-seasons. k
Energy can be transferred from storage to the preheat tank in mode 1 when solar
energy is not available at the collector by running the collector blower with
control components states as shown in line 2' of Table 2.5-1.
TAIP1	
+	 r
7_ Y
t<
In the summer mode, a AT Controller, Controller No. 2, senses the temperature
difference between the bottom of pebble storage and bottom of the preheat tank.
.
within the controller is energized and deener ized to controlThe control relay	 9	 9
f1 ' the collector blower in the same manner Controller No. 1 does. 	 Since the con
[	 -^ trol relay in both Controller No. 1 and Controller No. 2 are in parallel in the
r, blower control circuit, either controller can activate the collector blower; however
the control relay in both controllers must be open to deenergize the collector blower.
2:5.2	 ' Summer Mode Switch
f ^ The summer mode switch controls power to Controller No. 2.	 When switched to the
summer node position, Controller No. 2 is capable of contro ling the collector
blower. motor.	 When switched to the alternate position, Controller No. 2 is dis-
abled.
2.5.3	 Load Loop Blower:Control
Heat is delivered to the site dwelling whenever the load loop blower is running
r
provided heat is either being collected or is available in storage. 	 Heat is de-
livered exclusively from storagewhen the first stage contact of the site thereto-
stat closes and the Storage Temperature tow Limit Control contact is open (top
of rock storage is above 90 0F).	 When the second stage sites dwelling thermo-
stat contact closes or the Storage Temperature low Limit Control contact closes
k (top,of rock storage is above 950F) and the first stage contact is closed, {a
r auxiliary heat will be supplied'in addition to any solar heat available from
storage.
f
-,
{ 2.8.4	 Boil Protection
r
A pressure relief valve is used as a safety device to limit the pressure and
temperature of the water in the preheat tank. 	 This valve will open permitting_ V.
water-to drain from the preheat tank if the water temperature exceeds 1850F. :
20	
1 a
2.5.5
	 Freeze Protection
A freeze protection valve is used to protect the OHW heat exchanger from freez-
ing if the Remote Solar Assembly is inactive in freezing weather for an extended
period as if a prolonged power failure is encountered. 	 The valve is thermally"I
operated and will begin to open at 40OF and be fully open at 34°F.	 Water will
flow through the valve to a drain when the valve opens. 	 Make-up water from
the water supply system will supply the heat necessary to prevent freeze-up.
' 2.6	 AUXILIARY ENERGY SUBSYSTEM f	 w
Since the solar system is not sized to provide 100% of the space heat required,
{
an auxiliary source of heat is required. 	 The auxiliary heat device is sized to s
carry the site dwelling load independent of the solar capability. j
System 4 design incorporates auxiliary heat in series with solar storage as 7
shown in Figure 2.0-1.	 Auxiliary heat in this configuration could be electric
-strip heat, gas or oil fired furnace. 	 The load loop blower should be capable >`r"
' of moving air through the auxiliary device; however, if the pressure drop is -°
excessive, another blower in series may be required.	 The operating tempera-
ture of this second blower motor in the load lopp should be compatible with
{	 !
j
the solar heated air that it will operate in if it is duct mounted.
J
' } -If System 4 were used with a heat pump, or if the heating ducts are also to _.
.° be used for air conditioning, the heat pump or air conditioner would have to
;f be .added in parallel with the solar heating system as shown in Figure 26-1.
^.. The auxiliary heat in the parallel configuration would operate from the site
f. dwelling thermostat second stage contacts.
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3.0	 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The performance,of any heating system is influenced to a large degree by the
integration of the system with the total
	 building design and construction.
With solar heating systems, the type of auxiliary heating equipment will also
effect the overall
	 system performance.	 In this section, the expected perfor-
mance for a particular Remote Solar Assembly, part number 7934940-2, when
installed at a particular site with its auxiliary heating system is described.
Then a technique for determining the size of the Remote Solar Assembly to
obtain the desired system solar heating fraction when used at any site lo-
cation will	 be presented.
3.1	 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AT DEMONSTRATION SITE
The Remote Solar Assembly which is to be used with the demonstration site
in Clinton, Mississippi was fabricated with characteristics as follows:
Collector Area	 203 square feet (effective) A
Pebble Storage	 113 cubic feet/5.4 tons
Collector Tilt	 45 degrees
Collector Azimuth 	 0 degrees
Collector Loop Air Flow 	 400 cfm
Load Loop Air Flow	 800 cfm
The optimum tilt angle for heating systems is the site latitude plus 10 to
20 degrees; however, tilt variations from the latitude to latitude plus 30
degrees will have little effect on the cost of energy delivered for heating.
This suggests that System 4 with the fixed tilt angle can be used effectively
at site latitudes up to 45 degrees.
23
fr ^r=
of	 Installation of the Remote Solar Assembly can effect the performance of the ^.
system.	 The RSA should be oriented due south in a area free of shadows.
Variations of orientation up to 20 degrees from due south will not signifi-
cantly effect the overall system performance.
	 Shading of the collectors
'	 can cause a significant decrease in system performance and should be avoided. {
The System 4 demonstration site in Clinton, Mississippi has a mean daily winter
. solar insolation'of 1140 Btu/Ft2
 with heating load characteristics as follows:
Yearly Heating Degree Days 	 -	 2300 of day z
Peak Heating Load	 -	 30,604 Btu_ {
Average Annual Heating Load
Space Heating
	
-	 30.69 MM Btu
-•
DHW Heating
	
-	 28.94 MM Btu
i
y
Hot Water Demand	 -	 130 gal/day
•, Water Set Temperature 	 -	 140 °F
^
r
Average Yearly Ground 	 -	 67 oF.
Water Temperature
/
The auxiliary heating equipment available at the site is as follows:
a
One (1) 15KW Duct Strip Heating Unit
Two (2) 30 gal DHW Heaters each with 4.5KW heaters
i J
The performance parameters of this system with the characteristics described
a
6
above is as follows:
c
% Space Heating Load Supplied by Solar
	 -	 35
DHW Load Supplied by Solar 	 -	 63
q Total Load Supplied by Solar	 -	 48
Maximum Electrical Energy	 -	 25.5 KW 3
Average Annual Auxiliary Energy	 -	 30.89 MM Btu
'
Domestic Hot Water Capacity 	 -	 100 Gal
Maximum DHW Recovery Time	 -	 1.5 Hr.
1 W
a 24
_'^'	 _ 1	 T	 T	 1
—-
DHW Minimum Delivery Rate1.7 gal/min
s
-
% DHW •.Load from Auxiliary	 37
Maximum Electrical Power to Drive Solar -
	
650 watts
Maximum Electrical Power for Total	 -	 25.5 KW
System
` Maximum Average Annual Electrical	 - 10,720 KW Hr._
Energy for Total System
3:2	 SYSTEM SIZING
The primary system parameters which determine the overall performance of
^j System 4 design at any given site are the collector; area and pebble bed size.
A, simplified procedure has been developed for determining the collector area
E required to obtain the _desired solar energy contribution necessary to meet
the total heating and hot water load.	 In this section, the development of
the simplified sizing procedure is described and then two example cases are
a l presented to illustrate its application. 	 Sizing of pebble bed storage,
.` j blowers, heat exchanger and domestic hot water tank is also discussed.
? 3.2.1	 Description of Collector Sizing 'Technique
k'
'f
A curve of %-solar contribution vs; the ratio Solar Incidence/Load was
generated by using the F-Chart analysis. 	 Site UA values of 300 and 900
Btu/Hr. °F and collector areas of 135 and 339 square feet were used to
s determine the % solar fraction that can be obtain from the four combi
. nations of these parameters for the following cities:
q
i
I
.A
1
t
25
i ^ ^	 .lwwwnwfarw+o+rtrar+sa ,^ 	
^Y1$4x-	 ^.....	 f	 :^,'	 &>Y	 ...°	 y^^'?•	 r°	 sr.	 t	 ♦. 	 ;.R.
i
.^
	 I
}113!3
Ci y	 Latitude
Birmingham, Alabama	 33.34
Boston, Massachusetts	 42.22
	 i
Forth Worth, Texas
	 32.50 t
Jackson, Mississippi	 32.190
Mpls.	 St.
	
Paul, Minn.	 44.530
' Nashville, Tennessee	 36.07
	 i
New York City, NY	 40.460
	 4
Omaha, Nebraska	 41.220
Washington, DC	 38.510
The curve obtained from this data is shown in Figure 3.2,1-1, l
Phis curve can be used to either predict solar_ contribution for a particulard
a
system or calculate the area of the collector array necessary to obtain the
-1
desired performance.	 To obtain % solar contribution, the ratio Solar	 Incidence/	 (1
Loau (R) must be calculated and then the system performance (% Solar) can be
read directly from the curve. 	 To obtain the area of collector array required
for the desired system performance (% Solar), the -R value must be obtained
from Figure 3.2.1-1;	 the total	 annual	 load calculated; the solar incidence/ft'
calculated and the following equation should be used:
A =	 R	
Total Annual Load
x Solar Incidence/ft2
where
A =	 effective area of collector array 	 ^
R =	 ratio annual	 solar incidence/total 'annual load obtainedi
from Figure 3.2.1-1,
^
.7
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iFigure 3.2.1-1, System Siring Curve(% Solar vs Incidence Solar/Load)
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^w
?	 This technique its intended'for rough system performance estimates and systemfR 3
sizing.	 When determining a system size, the economics of system costs vs'.
yearly savings should!be evaluated; however, this is beyond the scope of this
i^
exercise.	 The inaccuracies of this technique are not considered a serious
fi problem because small variations from the optimum system size have Tittle
effect on the system economics.	 When economics of the system is considered
critical	 in the sizing of the system, the use of the FCHART method as described
in reference 4 is recommended.
Example 1kp Ilj
Let us assume that one desires to determine the % Solar contribution that can
j	 be obtained from a system with 203 square feet of collector area when used with
a dwelling with a UA value of 556 (given by dwelling architect) located in s
Nashville, Tennessee.	 The average daily domestic hot water consumption is
estimated to be 15 gallons per day, and the DHW heater temperature control
µ
will	 be set at 140°F.
The _system space heating load can be calculated by multiplying the UA value
times the local degree-day value. 	 Degree day value is found in reference 1
[	 to be 3696.
Space Heating Load	 556 x 3696 = 49.3 MM Btu - . i
i
{
'	 The system DHW load can be calculated from the daily water consumption rate,
the ground water temperature, and the DHW heat set point temperature. 	 The
average annual ground water temperature is required. 	 This temperature is
close to the average annual air temperature which is available from reference 3
`	 The annual DHW load can be calculated as follows:
do
^ `	
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aiyK§ R	 a, 	 ,y^3a "^". ir.'>	 i ^"1...^r
l	 rs
Spec4fic Heat ^v? , ,'Annual Temp
Load • Yearly DHW Consumption (#/Yrl x of Water lx eerable Water -
	
DHW	
r	
J
1 Lr	
JL
i 
	
Annual Temp[Avg
Water Main	
l
J
	
LoadDHW 	[75 Gal/Day x 365 Days/Yr x 8.34 #/Gal] x [l Btu/#°F] x [140°F - 59.4°F]
q'
	LoadDHW
	
18.40 MM Btu/Yr
r'-
'	 The total annual heating load is found by adding the Space Heating Load and
t	 DHW load together.
.4
Total Heating Load	 Space Heating Load + DHW Load
Total Heating Load	 49.3 + 18.4	 67.7 MM BTU/Yr.
f 	 { ti
The average annual incidence radiation can be calculated by first obtaining
the monthly average daily total radiation on the horizontal surface,TH and
monthly Kt value from Table A-4 in reference 2. Knowing the collector tilt
(6 45 degrees), the latitude ofthe site (9 = 36 degrees), and the monthly
K values; monthly R values can be obtained from Table A-5 of reference 2.i	 t
Monthly average daily radiation on the tilted collector array, I T , is calcu-
lated by multiplying I H values by R values. Columns I-IV of Table 3.2.1-1
were generated in this manner. To obtain the total.average insolation per
month, the monthly average daily radiation on the tilted collector array°(IT)
IL'.
Ia	 values are multiplied by the number of days in each month to obtain thetotal
average insolation per month (S). Columns V and VI were generated in this
I	 <^ 
	
1
t
r^
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x manner.	 Finally to obtain the total average insolation per year, the monthly
values of S are added. 	 For the example, problem, this value is 525,431
BTU/Ft 	 ear.	 The total	 insolation per year that is available on the col-
	 Y	 p	 Y
lector array is the insolation value per square foot times the effective
collector area.
Annual Solar Incidence = 525,431 BTU/Ft2 Yr x 203 Ft 
Annual Solar Incidence = 106.67 MM Btu/Yr.
The ratio, Annual Solar Incidence/Total Annual Heating Load, is therefore
106.7/67.7 = 1. 6`
Using the curve of Figure 3.2.1-1 gives a 38%-Solar contribution.
i
3.2.2	 Collector Array Sizing r^
s The technique described in Section 3..2.1 will now be used to determine the
size of the Remote Solar Assemly required for a particular application.
r,
Example 2
4
Let us assume one desires to determine the required collector array area that
is necessary to provide 50% solar contribution to the total annual heating
load.	 The site dwelling has a • UA = 556 (given by dwelling architect) and is 3
.,	 . located in Nashville, Tennessee.	 The average daily domestic hot water con-
sumption is estimated,to be 75 gallons per day and the DHW heater tempera-
ture control will	 be set at 140
0
F. {
4
_
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To obtain the area of the collector, we solve for A in the equation.
i Total Annual Load
A	
R x Incidence/Ft
•
	,j	 Using the curve of Figure 3.2.1-1 with 50% Solar, we find R to be 2.25.
Since the UA value, site geographical location, DHW consumption and DHW heater
	
E	 set point are all identical to Example 1, the total annual heating load will be
the same (67.7 MM BTU/Yr.); and therefore, it will not be recalculated here.
Since the site location, collection tilt (always 450
 for the Remote Solar Assembly).
are identical to Example I, the total annual installation per square foot of col
I
lector can be taken from Table 3.2.1-1 (525,431 BTU/Ft' Yr. or .525 MM BTU/ft 2
 Yr)._
The total annual insolation will therefore not be recalculated here.
^x
Solving the equation above gives:
.67.7	 290 Ft2
A = 2.25	
,525
	
}	 The collector array sizes for the modular designed Remote Solar Assembly are
varied in 68 square foot increments (4 collectors) starting with the smallest
unit 135 square feet (8 collectors). Possible array, sizes are therefore
135, 2031 , 271 and 339 square feet. Since the closest collector array sizes
}
	
	
for the modular designed Remote Solar Assembly - are 271 and 339 square feet,
one must decide whether a solar fraction slight larger or smaller than the 50%
value is acceptable. Using the above ,_ equation and solving for the annual solar
incidence/ total annual load ratios for 271 square foot and 339 square foot col-r
	
t	 lector array gives:
1
.1
i
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i
i
2	 525,431 8TU/Ft2Yr x 271 Ft2	 2.1(271 Ft Collector Array)	 67.7 MM BTU/Yr	 it
1
525,431 BTU/Ft2 Yr x 339 Ft2
(339 Ft2
 Collector Array)	 67.7 MM BTU/Yr
	
2.0	
{'
Using the curve of Figure 3.2.1--1 to find the % solar for the 271 square feet
and-339 square foot collector array gives:
271 Ft2 collector array- - 48%
j
339 Ft  collector array	 56%
3.2.3 Pebble Bed Storage Sizi ng
Th R ote S lar assembl modular desi n is based on maintainin a storage9e	 em	 o	 y	 9
f
,A
capacity of slightly higher than 10 BTU/ oF Ft^.` Storage size therefore
var-ies'with collector array size as follows:
r
1
Storage Capacity
F(	 Collector Area Volume	 -' Mass
135 75 Ft3 3.6 Ton
203 112.5 Ft3 5.4 Ton
271 150.0 7.2 Ton
339 187.5 9.0 Ton
fE
i
i
33
3.2.4 Blower_Sizi_ng
The collector loop and load loop blowers areidentical blowers that are
^ i capable of delivering varying :amounts of air flow.	 A performance curve for
-	 the blower is contained in Figure 3.2.4-1. 	 Amount of air flow can be varied =,
by adjusting the speed of the blower. This is accomplished by adjusting the
split sheave on the blower motor to vary the pulley ratio between motor pulley
and blower pulley.
The collector loop air flow should be adjusted to maintain a flow equal to
-2 cfm per square foot of effective collector area.
F`
' The load loop air flow should be adjusted to maintain a flow which produces ap-
proximately six (6) air change per hour to the load volume.
The blower is considered adequate for any Remote Solar Assembly size; however,
the blower motor and pulleys may have to be changed to obtain the desired r
blower speed.	 Blower motor power may exceed the 1/4 and 1/2 horsepower rating f
of the collector loop and 'load_ loop- motors.
	 A higher horsepower rating should f'
I
be selected in the same frame size if a higher horsepower rating is required.
3.2.5	 Heat Exchanger Sizing - The heat exchanger described in Section 2.4 is
i
adequate for all Remote Solar Assembly variations.
^^
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Figure 32.4-1, System 4 Collector and Load Loop Blower Performance
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3.3	 PERFORMANCE SUMMARYyj
The system with the Remote Solar Assembly is designed to operate in any
i
region with a latitude less than 45 degrees!.	 In regions with high heating
{	 load's, 6500 degree days or higher, the system becomes excessively large. 	 ire
t	 A Remote Solar Assemlby with an effective collector array size of 339 square
feet is 30 feet long.	 Systems larger than this are considered too large to
h	 f
E:
t'	 be compatible with the small single family dwelling applicaton.
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4.0 SYSTEM OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
' 4.1	 OPERATING DESCRIPTION°
System No. 4 is an air-ope-rated solar space and domestic hot-water heating
! J system.	 The system operates in any one of three modes of operation as shown
in Figure 2.0-2.
	 The operation of the system is described for each of these
A three modes as follows:
Mode I - Collector to Storage
Normal Mode
The system operates in this modewhen solar heat is available in the solar -
collector, but is not demanded by the heating load. 	 Operation begins when
air at the collector air outlet is heated by the Sun's radiation to a
temperature_ which is 40°F or higher than the temperature at the bottom of
storage.	 The relay in Controller No. l closes as shown in Figure 2.5-1,
completes the collector blower control circuit and therefore picks the
-a
blower relay which applies power to the collector blower.
	 Operation is
terminated if the air temperature difference between outlet from collec-
tor and bottom of storage decreases to 250F or less.
	
Also, if either
rock storage or	 ,reheat tank temperatures exceed 200 or 140°F respectively,
fi
the col-lector loop blower circuitwitlrot be completed and the blower and
r control- damper will not operate. ai
Summer Mode
f
i A summer mode switch as shown in Figure 2.5-1 introduces a second contro-
4 ler, Controller No. 2, into the collector blower control circuit.
	 This
E controller is identical'to Controller No. 	 1.	 The relay within this con-
troller is installed electrically in parallel with the relay in Controller
i No. 1.	 The relay closes when the air temperature at bottom of storage
is 40°F or higher than the water temperature at the bottom of the preheat
s ' tank.	 Operation of the collector blower can be initiated by either con-
troller.	 Operation is terminated when the control temperature difference
r
for both controllers is 25°F or less.
	 Rock storage or preheat tank tempera-
tures also can terminate collector blower operation in the same manner
described for the Normal Mode above.
-v
Operation of the collector loop blower as described for this mode "collector to
u
storage" is independent of any other mode.
37	 , .
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Mode II - Collector to Load
The system operates in this mode when solar heat is available at they
t collectors and heat is demanded by the heating load.
	 Operation in'^`
" this mode requires that heat be available from the collectors as
described for Mode I and also that heat be required by the load,
	 The
collector loop blower and control dampers are operated in the same
t manner as described for Mode I.	 The load loop ,blower and control dam- r
G' per must also be initiated in this mode.	 This is accomplished by the
r first stage contacts of the site dwelling thermostat which will close
when heat is required.
r
. The air flow in the collector and load loops is 400 and 800 cfm respec-
tively.	 In this mode, since only 400 cfm is available from the col-
	 j
' lectors, the balance of the air, 400 cfm, is drawn through storage.
_.. Auxiliary heat can be supplied in this mode if either the storage tempe-
rature low limit control contact closes or the site dwelling thermostat
second stage contacts closes. 	 The latter condition occurs when heat
supplied from solar is insufficient to meet the thermal load. }
d
Mode III - Storage to Load
. :e
The system; operates in this mode when heat is not available at the col-
lectors but heat is demanded by the heating load. 	 It does not matter
I S6
whether or not heat is available in storage because air to the load
`r. always passes through storage. 	 When the storage temperature drops
below 900F, auxiliary heat is called for by the site dwelling thermostat
first stage contacts, while air continues to pass through storage allowing
1
storage to be depleted of heat. .
_
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4.2 MAINTENANCE
System 4 shall be inspected quarterly and routine maintenance performed at
that time. Larger maintenance tasks such as repairing rain water leaks into
the collectors, replacing a back draft damper or replacing the thermal bleeder
valve, shall be scheduled for the earliest possible completion.
4.2.1 System Control
If the system fails to operate the schematic, Figure 2.5-1, shall be used
to troubleshoot the control circuits. Each control element in the collector
and load blower control loops can be opened or jumpered as necessary to lo-
cate the malfuntion.
Performance of Controllers No. I and 2 shall be evaluated with a spare set of
temperature sensors. The 40 0 F "on" and 25 0 F "off" control temperature dif-
ferences shall be evaluated with controlled environments. Faulty controllers
shall be returned to the manufacturer for repair.
4.2.2 Blowers
Blower "V belts shall be inspected for proper tension and excessive wear. A
belt has proper tension when a force of approximately, ten pounds applied to the
mid span of the belt in the direction of the apex of the "V produces a
1/2 inch deflection. Tension adjustments can be made by adjusting motor
swivel base to shorten or lengthen the pulley to pulley spacing. Excessive
I j
39
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wear on the belts can be detected by highly glazed surface and deep cracks
in the inside of the belt.
	 Tension adjustments and belt replacements shall
be made as required,.	 The belts for the collector and load blowers are
4060 and 4L440 respectively.
Blower motor bearings shall be lubricated with 30 weight non detergent lu-
bricating oil by applying several drops of oil
	 in each of the two oil cups
on both of the two blower motors at each inspection. k
The blower wheel bearings are sealed ball
	 bearings lubricated for the life
of the bearing; therefore, no maintenance is required.
	 The blower is nor-`
` mally extremely quiet.
	 If during servicing a growlling or squealing noise
is heard, the insulation and ducting should be removed and the bearings in-
pe t d..
Va
Replace both bearing if either is faulty or if in doubt.
	 Use Lau replacement
bearings part no. 38-2588-01
	 (a pair of bearings) or equivalent.
	
{.
,
Blower speeds are initially set to obtain 400 cfm in the coll ector loop and
_
800 cfm in the load Loop. 	 Adjustment in blower speed can be made by adjusting ► ;.
i the variable pitch sheaves on the motor shafts.
	 Air flow in the collector
loop shouldbe maintained at 400 cfm. 	 Air flow in the Toad loop may be changed
to meet installation requirements.
	 A minimum speed variation is available with
• the existing split sheave on the motor.	 Other pulleys can be used to make x,'
i
blower speed adjustments.
	 When adjusting blower speed, the current drawn by
w `
the motor should be monitored and the rated current of the motor should not be
exceeded.	 A higher horsepower motor in the same frame size could be used if
necessary.
'
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4.2.3 Dampers
The two back pressure dampers and two control dampers contained in the
Remote Solar Assembly shall be visually inspected by removing the access
	
a	 ;y
plugs in the duct insulation and viewing the dampers by shining light
through the transparent Texan port covers
Back Pressure Dampers
Any deterioration in the back pressure damper fabric blades shall be corrected
by'replacing the blade or the whole damper assembly. Replace with identical
i
hardware (see design description drawing 7934983).
Control Dampers
Damper blades shall open fully so that the blades are parallel with the air 1
flow. When closed, the damper blade seals shall fit tight. Improper opening
and ,closing of the control dampers shall be corrected by adjusting the
linkages between motor crank and damper crank and/or by adjusting spring
tension. See illustration showing linkage installation in the appendix.
	
Fj	 When blade edge and side seals show sufficient wear to cause leaks, the
	
° I	 seals or complete damper shall be replaced. See the sheets in the appendix
	
;	 P	 p	 P
which describe this item.
4.2.4 Water Leaks
Collector Array
	j	 The collector array shall be inspected for water leakage. Leakage may be into
the Remote Solar Assembly or into the collectors. Leakage between collectors can
be detected by observing the insulation on the back side of the collectors for	 4
wet spots and/or water stains. Water leakage into the collectors can be detected
	
.^	 by visible water condensation on the inside surface of either the first or second
glazing. Either of these two types of leaks shall be repaired by removing cap'
strips, cleaning hardware and reassembling cap strips per drawing 7934940. Col-
lector glazings cap strips and rubber seals shall be cleaned with a cloth using
a
detergent and water.	 41
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Plumbing #
' All DHW plumbing shall be inspected for leaks.	 Leakage can be detected by
wet spots or water marks on the floor of the Remote Solar Assembly and/or 4
in the plumbing insulation.	 The source of any leakage ;shall be localized
f
f
and repairs made.
Drain pipes shall be inspected forvalve leaks.
	 Washers shall be replaced
where necessary in leaky shut-off valves. 	 A leaky thermal bleeder valve
should be checked for debris that may prevent valve from seating properly.
The valve seatshould be cleaned of debris, the valve seat repaired to elimi-
nate erosion grooves or the valve should be replaced.
4.2.5
	
Maintenance Personnel
Maintenance and repair work shall be performed by qualified personnel.	 The {
skills required to service the system are listed below.
'a
r i Task	 Personnel
Repair plumbing leaks 	 Plumber
Repair or replace dampers
	
Tin-Smith
Inspect and service blowers 	 Heating and Ventilating Technician
' Troubleshoot system failure	 Heating and Ventilating Technician
y
Most heating and ventilating firms would have the necessary skilled personnel
•!
`
to service the system.y .
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5.0	 INSTALLATION
5.1	 COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM INSTALLATION
For optimum results, the collector array should be installed facing south-
Variations up to _300 toward east or west, however, would decrease system
performance by only 2%. The tilt angle for System 4 is fixed at 450 when the
base of the Remote Solar Assembly is leveled. The array must be installed
in an area free of shadows from trees or other objects.
Installation of collectors on the System 4 Remote Solar ,Assembly is similar
to the installation shown in Figure 5.1-1 except that the collectors are
assembled over 2 inch thick rigid isocyanurate foam insulation, Upjohn CPR9545,
and secured to the aluminum rafters as shown in IBM drawing 7934940.
Manifolding of air between collectors is accomplished through gasketed ports
between collectors. Unused ports are sealed off by capping plates. The in-
let and outlet air openings in the collectors to fastened ducting are sized
for the air duct leading to and from the collector array. Attachment of
ducting to the collectors is accomplished as shown in Figure 5.1-2.
5.2 STORAGE SUBSYSTEM INSTALLATION
The following hardware is installed in the Remote Solar Assembly in accord-
j	 ance with assembly drawing 7934940 to generate the pebble bed storage sub-
system for System 4.
1
i
€_r.
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INTERIOR HOLD DOWN
6 * x 1/I LAG BOLT
	 F220/F221
IF 115)
• T'COVER PLATE
CS2T
CAP STRIPCS75 -_N
^' C RO SS' COV E R
PLATE CS2X
^L ' COVER PLATE
CS2L 7
CAP 11414P 1
AND CRLWi
FLASHING __
SEE ARCH.
INSULATION--A
1 1/2x 71/BASSEMBLY
Figure 5.1-1, Collector installation
)^	 LEND CAP
F550/F551
STARTER
STRIP
40 -TINNERMAN
EXTERIOR HOLD-DOWN
F330/F331
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NOTE:
TILT PANEL TO ALLOW ACCESS
FOR CUTTING HOLE IN BOTTOM
(DUCT CONNECTION). DO NOT
INVERT PANEL. GLASS IS NOT	 MANIFOLD SECTION
CLAMPED IN PLACE AND COULD
DROP FROM FRAME WITH
IMPROPER HANDLING.
LAY BEAD OF DOW-CORNING
CAULKING No. 781 UNDER	 ©^^
COLLAR FLANGE FOR
cA,^	 AIRTIGHT SEAL.
SEE COLLECTOR ARRAY
INSTALLATION PLAN FOR 4,,
HOLE SIZE.
STARTING COLLAR	 ^	 \(with FLANGE) FOR	 _	 N
FLEX-DUCT CONNECTION. 	 ^— —	 —
CLAMPING RING FOR
SECURING FLEX-DUCT
CONNECTION TO COLLAR.
Figure 5.1-2, Duct to Collector Installation
y
a
1
1"
Part Number
Item or Description Qty-
Side Panel 7934936 6
Top End Panel 7934937 2
f	 Top Center Panel 7934939 1
{	 End Panel 7934938 2
Plate 7934981 8
Angle 7934982 2
Grating Assembly 7934976 3
Base	 Insulation 7934948 3
Steel	 Band .02	 "thick x 5/8" wide AR
Self taping screws 10-24 112"	 long 92
Silicone Rubber Sealant RTV 77 AR
Silicone Rubber Sealant RTV 3110 AR
Pebbles 3/4	 to 1	 112 diameter	 (1) AR (approx.
5 1/2 ton)
Air Deflector Perforated sheet (2) 1
Six side panels, 7934936, are first assembled into the Remote Solar Assembly
structure using eight plates, 7934981, and screws, to fastened the panels at
the top to vertical "I" beams within the structure, 7934975. The panels are
fastened at the bottom to structural channels at the base of the RSA structure
with screws. End panels, 7934937, are then assembled using plates, 7934981, and
screws to fastened-the panels at the top to "I" beams within the structure.
The panels are fastened at the bottom to an anqle, 7934982, which is fastened
to the base of the RSA structure.
(1) Rounded pebbles washed clean
E
`	
(2) Sheet sire 24" x 24" x (.03" to .060" thick)
.25 to .38 diameter holes in sheet, 20 to 30% open
46
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After side and end panels are installed, three insulation batts, 793448, are
laid over the base plate of the structure in the area enclosed by the panels
and three grating assemblies are installed'. The mounting feet of the grating
assemblies must rest on the base plate of the structure, so the insulation
batts must be cut to fit around the mounting feet._
Three steel bands 0.020 "thick by 5/8" wide are installed around the side and
end panels and stretched to obtain 600 pounds tension in each band.
The center top panel is next installed using plate, 7934981 to fasten the top
panel to the side panels and the "I" beams within the structure, 7934975. Sili
-
cone rubber sealant RTV77 is applied to the joint between the top panel and
side panel to maintain pan air tight seal. The end top panels are next in-
stalled using plates 7934981 to fasten the end top panels to the side panels,
end panels, center top panel and the vertical "I" beams within the structure.
Silicone rubber sealant, RTV 3110, is applied to all sealing edges of the
panels to form and air tight seal between panels. The adhesive properties
of the RTV 3110 are such that the end panels can be removed for access for
filling and removing pebbles. Any RTV 3110 that remains on the surface of
the panels can be easily peeled off by hand.
The air deflector plate is placed on the top surface of the pebble bed and
centered under the top center air opening before the last top cover is in-
stalled.
5.3 ENERGY TRANSPORT SUBSYSTEM INSTALLATION
The energy transport system is installed`' within the Remote Solar Assembly
except for the ducting in the load loop between the RSA inlet and outlet
duets and the site dwelling heating system ducts.
The two blowers are installed by attaching them to the structural "I" beams
within the RSA by using 2.0" x 2.0" x .12" aluminum angle and .25" aluminum
plate as shown in Remote SolarAssembly drawing 7934940.
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Ducting is installed between items such as collectors, storage, blowers
and heat exchanger using sheet metal screws. Ducting is supported by over
-
head structure in the RSA using metal straps or by the flooring in the RSA
i	 using structural angle fastened to the ducting to serve as supports. All
joints in the ducting are sealed with RTV 140 sealant.
Control dampers are mounted in the 14" square duct using sheet metal screws.
,: I
RTV 140 sealant is used to seal between the damper frame and duct. The
control motor mounts external to the duct on a bracket fastened to the duct.
Linkages between the damper and control motor are installed as shown in the
appendix,
	 i
a
r
t.; The back draft dam pegs are installed in horizontal runs of the 14" square
,e
duct using sheet metal screws.
	 RTV 140 sealant is used to seal between
the damper frame and duct.
t
The balancing dampers are installed in the 12 	 diameter round ducts using
;.
k sheet metal screws.	 RTV 140 sealant is used to seal between the damper
" frame and duct. ,-
F 5.4	 DOMESTIC HOT WATER SUBSYSTEM INSTALLATION E.
The preheat tank air to water heat exchanger thermal bleeder valve, inter-
connecting piping, drain piping, and shut-off valves are installed, in the
Remote Solar Assembly in accordance with assembly drawing 7934940. 	 The
domestic hot water heater is considered part of the existing site plumbing.
t It is connected to the preheat tank with 1/2" CPVC piping so that it draws its x
16,
j suppl y water from the preheat tank._, A bypass valve is installed around the
r domestic hot water heater so that supply water can be directed to the heater if
! the preheat tank is disabled. 	 The System 4 domestic hot water system overall
plumbing installation configuration is shown in System 4 Design Description
iif
drawing 7934983.	 All piping in the RSA and between the RSA and the site I	 ^,
temperature controlled area is insulated with 3 inches of urethane foam to
s
obtain a R-20 or better.
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jOne mounting surface of the air to water heat exchanger is fastened to the
center top thermal storage cover panel with self tapping screws.
	
The other
mounting surface of-the heat exchanger is fastened to a sheet metal duct
adapter with sheet metal screws.
:l
The preheat tank is installed on a shelf in the RSA several feet above the
_heat exchanger.	 The base of the preheat tank is bolted to the shelf. 	 A
3 1/2 inch thick blanket of fiber glass insulation is wrapped around the
}	 preheat tank to add additional
	 insulation.
The thermal bleeder valve is installed in the one inch copper line between
the preheat tank and the heat exchanger. `
	Pipe unions are installed inthe
lines atthe heat exchanger and preheat tank to facilitate removal.
_i
5.5	 CONTROL SUBSYSTEM INSTALLATION
The control subsystem is installed within the Remote Solar Assembly except for
the Site Dwelling Thermostat and the Override Switch.
	
Each of the control sub-
system components are physically installed as described below and wired as shown`
in drawing 7934983. F
5.5.1	 AT Controllersi
The two oT controllers are mounted on the back side of power control panel
which is immediately inside the entry door.
Controller No. 1 - One sensor is mounted on the back side of the air duct in the
top collector which is located fourth from the west wall.	 An `opening is pro-
vided in the air duct attached to this collector for access to the sensor. 	 In-
sulation must first be removed from the duct and then a cover panel removed to
gain access.	 The lead wires from this sensor are attached to terminals 4 and 5
on the outside of the controller. 	 The other sensor is inserted into the storage
high temperature limit switch probe tube which is located as described below.
-Lead wires from this sensor are attached to terminals 5 and 6 on the outside of
the controller.
_ .	
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Controller No. 2 - One sensor is mounted in the thermosyphoning return line
by drilling a 3/16 inch hole in copper tubing inserting a neoprene rubber "0
ring over the forward portion of the sensor, inserting the sensor into the
tubing and clamping the sensor to compress the "0" ring with a radiator hose
clamp. The lead wires from the sensor are attached to terminals 5 and 6 on
the outside of the controller. The other sensor is inserted into the storage
high temperature limit switch probe tube in the same location as one of the
sensors for Controller No. 1.
	 The lead wires from the sensor are attached-to
terminals 4 and 5. i
" 5.5,2	 Storage Temperature High Limit Switch i
The Storage Temperature High Limit Switch is mounted by means of a bracket to
a stud within the Remote Solar Assembly near rock, storage.
	 The sensing element
of the switch is a thermal bulb with 6 feet of capillary tubing between the
bulb and body of the switch.
	 The bulb is inserted into rock bed storage at a
point which is 4 inches up from the bottom level of pebbles near the center 	 -
f.
,• of the bed.	 A 1/2 inch diameter hard-copper tube with small holes near the end
L
t.
of the tube to facilitate air flow is installed in the rock bed when the bed E
is being filled with pebbles. 	 This tube facilitatesinsertion and removal of
the sensing bulb into and from the rock bed after the bed has been filled with
pebbles.-	 View K-K and detail ,P of drawing 7934940 show the Storage Temperature i	 F	
l
High Limit switch installation.
5.5
.
.3	 Storage Temperature Low Limit Switch
The Storage Temperature Low Limit Switch installation is identical to the
Storage Temperature High Limit Switch above except that the sensing bulb is
located at a point 4 inches down from the top level of pebbles.
r
!
,
5.5.4	 Preheat Tank Hi Limit Switch
The Preheat Tank High Limit Switch is installed on the Preheat Tank in the
location of the upper heating element control thermostat. 	 Both heating ele-
mentsand the lower control thermostat are removed from the preheat tank.
4
which was purchased as a DHW heater.
y
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5.5.5 Blower Relays
The blower relays are mounted on standard electrical outlet boxes. The boxes
are mounted to studs 'in the Remote Solar Assembly in close proximity to the
blowers. One hundred fi fteen volt (115V) AC service to the outlet box is
routed in rigid conduit from the circuit breaker box. Wiring from the relay/
outlet box to the blower is routed in flexible metal conduit.
i
5.5.6 Transformers
I
One of the two control voltage transformers is mounted in the Remote Solar
Assembly. The other transformer is considered part of the existing site
heating control system. It will therefore be located within the site
dwelling.
5.5.7 Site Dwelling Thermostat
The Site Dwelling Thermostat is considered part of the existing site heating
control system. It will therefore be located within the site dwelling.
5.5.8 Pressure Relief Valve
The Pressure Relief Valve mounts in the upper side of the Preheat tank in
the opening provided in the tank for the pressure relief valve if the tank
were used as a domestic hot water heater.
5.5.9 Thermal Bleeder Valve
The Thermal Bleeder Valve is installed in the cold water side of the heat
exchanger. The valve is installed with a Tee in the one-inch diameter
copper tube line. A 3/4 inch diameter PVC tubing is attached to the drain
port of the valve to carry away drain water.
5.5.10 Summer Mode Switch
The Summer Mode switch is physically installed on Controller No. 2 which
is located on the back side of the power control panel immediately inside
the entry door.
	 51
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5.6	 AUXILIARY HEATING SUBSYSTEM 4:
i
The auxiliary heating subsystem shall be installed in the site dwelling in accor-
dance with local codes.	 Figure 2,0-1 shows the preferred location of the auxiliary I
heating subsystems.	 In this configuration, the auxiliary heat subsystem is in-
stalled in series with the solar subsystem. 	 It is expected that the solar load
blower is adequate to provide the air flow desired in the load loop. 	 The blower
in the auxiliary heating system shall therefore be removed. 	 If however the
` pressure drops through the load is excessive, the auxiliary heating system blower }
shall be operated in series with the solar load loop blower. 	 In the later case,
an additional, relay shall be added in the load loop control circuit.
	 The coil of
this relay shall be wired in parallel with the existing load loop blower relay.'
The operating temperature capability of the auxiliary heating system blower shall
be compatible with the solar heated air environment or be replaced with one that
is.
YIf the system were used with a heat pump or if the heating ducts are also to be
q	 used for air conditioning, the heat pump or air conditioning, the heat pump or
r air conditioner would have to be added in parallel with the solar heating system
1
r
it
` as shown in Figure 2.6-1. 	 A'control damper and back draft damper identical to
those described in section 2.2 are required to separate the solar system from
the auxiliary heating system.	 The control; damper and auxiliary heat would be -A
controlled by the site thermostat second stage contacts and by the air condi-
tioner contacts.
' 5.7	 REMOTE SOLAR ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION
5.7.1	 RSA Module
{
}r. The Remote Solar Assembly module shall be installed on the concrete pad described
in Design Description Drawing 7934983.	 The requirements for transporting and
I lowering the RSA to the pad are also described in 7934983. k:
Y't
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^. The RSA shall be anchored at gusset plates located inside at the four corners
of the base frame.
	 One half inch diameter machine bolt anchors shall be
centered on the holes in the gusset plates and installed 2 inches deep in the
concrete pad.	 Large washers shall be used when installing the bolts to com-
pensate for the oversized clearance holes in the gusset plates.
5.7.2	 Rock Storage Filling
The top west-side storage panel, 7934937, shall be removed.	 Washed pebbles
r 0.75 to 1.5 inch diameter shall be installed over the top of the grating to a
I level	 6 inches from the top inside surface of the storage bin.
	 The site in-
strumentation temperature measurement tubes for T200, T201 and T202 and the stor-
age 'high and low temperature limit switch probe tubes shall be inserted as shown
in drawing 7934940 while storage is filled.	 The air baffle plate, described
in drawing 7934940 shall be placed over the top layer of stones and the top
,.^ panel	 shall be reinstalled. 	 RTV 3110 shall be applied to mating surfaces of ka
the cover to obtain an air tight seal.
	 Machine screws, 10-24 x 1/2 long round
t head,	 shall be used to hold the cover in place. try
r	 ;
5.7.3	 RSA Electrical Ground
The Remote Solar Assembly main structure shall be grounded to earth with an
8 foot long by 0.50 i nch diameter grounding rod with a number 2 AWG bare copper
wire installed from rod to structur,,.	 Use Graybar GR128 rod, with ABS 12
safety rod clamp or equivalent.
5.7.4	 RSA to Site Dwelling Interconnections
5.7.4.1 _ Water Connections
Cold water supply, hot water return anti'-pressure drain lines shall be installed
r
between the RSA and attach points within the si te dwelling as follows:
E
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Cold water supply - 3/4 inch PVC tubing }
Preheat hot water return - 1/2 inch CPVC tubing
Pressure drain - 3/4 PVC tubing 1;
►'	 i - All lines shall be insulated R-20 or better. 	 Insulation shall be covered,with
a weatherproof cover.	 Lines shall be physically supported to insure excessive
stresses; are not developed. 	 Drain valves shall be installed at low points in
,	 the lines to facilitate draining.
5.7.4.2	 Air Ducts
6
r	 ^
7
k Supply air and return air ducts shall be 14 x 14 inches
	 have equivalent
f^t
flow characteristics.
	
Ducts shall be insulated R-20 or better.	 The insula-
y
tion shall be covered with a weatherproof cover. 	 Duct joints shall be sealed
i to eliminate all potential leakage. 	 Ducts shall be physically supported to
insure that 'excessive stresses are not developed.,
ri
5.7.4.3	 Air Filters
One inch thick dust - stop replaceable filters shall be installed in the re-
1
1 placeable filters shall be installed in the return air registers.
5.7.4.3	 Electrical Power` Service
.a
w
` A 100 amp electrical service line shall be installed to the RSA. 	 The service
line shall be connected to the master control switch on the power control
panel.	 The electrical	 service installation shall meet local codes and UL
'i requirements.
A
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6.0 REMOTE SOLAR ASSEMBLY TRANSPORTABILITY-REQUIREMENTS
The following transportability requirements apply to the Remote Solar Assembly,
7934940, hereafter referred to as the RSA.
6.1 PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT
Before lifting the Remote Solar Assembly for trailer loading operations, the
following shall be performed:
1) Remove the west cover panel from the pebble storage enclosure,
remove pebbles and reinstall cover panel. The sealant should
not be applied to the panel when reinstalled.
2) Drain the preheat tank.
3) If the Remote Solar Assembly is to be shipped during freezing
weather, blow all water from preheat tank, heat exchanger,
valves and pipes.
4) Secure the preheat tank for shipment.
5) Remote SDAS and ship separately.
6.2 LIFTING AND LOWERING REQUIREMENTS
When lifting or lowering the RSA from or to its mounting pad ., the following
requirements apply:
1)	 The RSA shall be lifted by applying forces to the base frame
at six points.
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2)	 The lifting points shall be the two outside and middle lifting
sockets at the north and south side of the RSA as shown in 	 ##
Figure 6:2-1. 1r
3) When lifting or lowering the RSA, all lifting points shall be
moved together such that all points remain in a plane within
1/4 inch.
i
4) Outrigger bars may be inserted into the lifting sockets to obtain
jack clearance as necessary to facilitate lifting.	 The lift points
on the outriggers shall be as close to the RSA frame as possible
to minimize torsional loading on the base.
5) The RSA shall be lowered either to beams on the transporter as
described below or a concrete slab as described in Design
Description Drawing 7934983.
6.3	 TRANSPORTER REQUIREMENTS
When moving
f
the RSA by transporter, the following requirements apply:
f	 1) A low-boy semi-trailer shall be used to minimize overhead
clearance problems.
2) . The base of the RSA shall be supported by four (4) 6" X 6"
I	
- wood beams running crosswise on the trailer.	 The mounting
j surfaces of all the beams shall be in a plane within 1/4 of an =_1
inch.
'	 3) The RSA shall be securely tied to the trailer frame at each
of the 6-lift sockets described above.
4 The transporter maximum seed shall be limited to 40 mph
to minimize emergency stop inertia loads on the RSA.
a-
It.
MW
Figure 6.2-1, RSA Lifting Provisions
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FIGURE 2 COLLECTOR
COLLECTOR PANEL
SOLARON COLLECTOR PANEL DETAILS
DOUBLE GLAZED PANEL
(TEMPERED GLASS) -	 ABSORBER
PLATE
AIR
CHANNEL
INSULATION
\^/ _	 MANIFOLD
MANIF ULD
	
PORT (TYP, OF 6)
AREA
PANEL DIMENSIONS
3-0* W x 6 ' -6'L x 7}6{ H
NOTE: AIR FLOWS THRU THE
CHANNELS BENEATH
THE ABSORBER PLATE
FIGURE 3 COLLECTOR MANIFOLD
I
C. Components (Fig. 2, 3 & 4)
1. Solar Collector (PATENTS APPLIED FOR)
The Solaron solar collector is an advanced type of an air heating, flat plate collector. Our
exclusive internal manifolding allows the Solaron collector to be completely modular. Factory pre-
assembled collector panels are plugged into each other with a minimum of installation time. Air inlets
and outlets are field cut into each collector array as required. The Solaron solar collector is designed
for installation on any structurally sound surface, such as a roof, wall or specially made supports.
The Solaron solar collector has the following general construction characteristics:
Absorber: 28 gauge steel with porcelain enamel coating.
Glazing: Two 1/8" sealed special low iron tempered glass panels with a lonq
life EPDM perimeter gasket. Glass plate can be easily removed for
service or replacement.
Pan:	 20 gauge steel, fully insulated with 3 3/4" fiberglass batt. Painted
external surfaces.
Connection Ports: Unique flange configuration permits tight air seal automatically
as modules are installed.
Cap Strip: Painted steel designed to provide weather seal between panels.
Al
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BLOWER ONLY Shpy. Wt.Wheel	 Wheel	 Shall	 Inks)	 Outlet Owrell she	 I	 Loss Motor i Drive Lass Mir.Dla.	 Wrrllh	 Ole.	 Die.	 H	 W H W D	 Stock No.	 Retail	 Each A Drive
9 1/='	 415'
	 fly,	 104'	 6tj'10 sy	 fi ►s •	 11	 11,	 tlt4 16%'	 10%1I8	 12 S, 7044%'	 2C986	 SR4.	 $50.72Irr!G	 20987	 97.21	 58.21 ""2912%
	 6	 131y	 13',16
	Sys15'	 6	 1	 153y	 1S11s	 8^
214
25
1'15 9
12Nj 10 , 	2C988	 153.32	 91.81'!'29	 2C989	 155.84	 145.81 364718iy	 0	 t	 I91bls	 1814	 12% :10 17,t1 26%
	
4C218	 193.10	 180.67 82
SINGLE-INLET BLOWERS WITH MOTOR & DRIVE
BLOWER WITH 17ts RPM MOTOR i DRIVE
CFM AIRDELIVERY All With AutomaticAl HP 	 SHOWN MOTOR DATA	 Thermal Protection
Wheat	 Free	 1/8"	 1/4'	 3/6'	 t/r' 6/6' Blows, Volts	 StockD4.	 AY	 SP	 SP	 SP	 SP SP RPM HP	 60 Hr	 Type	 No. Each
945' 1090	 :10	 810	 695	 591) 450 926 1/4	 115	 Split 7CS08 $80.431214)	 1075	 945	 8f;5	 715 645 1030 1/3	 IIS	 Split 7C810 85.761330	 I'M
	 1085	 9140	 8M SW 1100 1/2	 115	 Split 7CS12 100.19
10%' 1360	 1205	 1030	 PAC	 600 705 1/4	 115	 Split 70814 92.471485	 1360	 1220	 1065985 625 765 1/3	 115	 Split 70816 93.9116 81 	1575	 1445	 1310	 1175 1010 8.50 1/2	 115	 Split 7CO18 108.751935	 1650
	 1740	 1610	 1485 1350 1030 3M	 115/230	 Cap. 7C826 121.14
12-3' 1820	 1610	 1310	 10:10	 645 - LLO 1/3	 115	 Snlrt 708 2 128.25201,0	 KM	 1600	 13110	 1165 Jim 652 1/2	 115	 Split 7C:e24 142.012345	 2190	 2020	 I81S	 1.'815 1286 750 3/i	 116/230	 Cap. 7CS26 153.33/	 /	 /	 /	 1820 IS65 816 3/4	 115/230	 Cap.1 7C828 151.52
15' 2100	 1775	 1450	 10110	 -- - 480 1/3	 115	 Split 70830 183.8424110
	
2150
	
1860
	 1550	 1074) - 500 1/2	 115	 Split 7CS32 195.062670	 2580	 2375
	
2100	 1750 1360 605 3/4	 115/230	 Cap. 7C834 210.973010	 2830	 2640	 2410	 2165 183(1 652 1	 115/2-30	 Cap. 7CB36 227.683010	 2830
	
2640	 24;0	 2165 1830 652 1	 230/48)	 3-Ph. 7C837(-) 219.47
4390	 3980
	 3510	 2980	 2:120 -- 467 1	 230/460	 3-Ph. 7C337(-) 296.034950	 4570	 41140	 3750	 :1250 2660 525 155
	
230/460	 3-Ph. 70338(-) 299.08
5481	 5190	 41160	 44VO	 4020 34140 58.3 2	 230/460	 3 - 1 1 h. 70339(-) 306.37
s 8120	 5900	 56:10	 5.120	 4IJ40 45311 1	 653 1 3	 230/460	 1-Ph. I	 70340(-) 342.49(-) a - phue rrxul nu,nnted motor -Not thermally protected.
(Motor Overloaded -Not reeommendcd for np'ntion at this static prras n ra, with this IIP.
Dayton Full-Fact Carton Label Makes Motor Stocking and Selection Easier
Over 975 Dayton motortypes have features clearly, for easy reference
P1i 4-Fact carton	 labels.	 The help- ^LN -'- by dealer and user. Providing com-
fill Dayton  label illustrates and iden- = plete information on the label sim-
lif1es specific motor, and lists all its - plifies motor selection, helps assure
^1 PGrtant electrical and mechanical . SN293 customer satisfaction.
SEE WARRANTY INFORMATION ON PAGE BEFORE INDEX 649
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SINGLE-INLET, 4-WAY DISCHARGE BLOWERS
Adaptable to 4 Discharge Positions on the Job
	
'	 91/2 to 1sSa" Ols. Single-Width Wheels
Designed and built for general duct ventilation, ex-
_	 I .	 ^.	 haustrng, air conditioning, and Industrial air-moving
R
	
	
applications. Single-inlet type for quiet, efficient per-
formance. Adaptable to any of 4 standard discharges
$50e72 on the Job by merely relocating adj. motor mount andNo, 2Ce44 motor on frame--see diagrams. Belt length remains
same for each G,.charge position. Precision, balanced,
sicgle-width wheels on ball bearings. lfeavy gauge, die-stamped steel
	
r^	 housings. Gray finish Resilient mounted, automatic-reset thermally
Y
rotected Dayton motor and drive packed separately when blowery ordered co'-ol-te. Request Bulletin 706
4 BASIC DISCHARGES SERVED
BOTTOM	 UP	 TOP	 DOWNHORIZONTAL
	
BLAST	 HORIZONTAL	 BLAST
OmuiNAL PAGE, IS
0y' P(H1R QUALITY
FURNACE BLOWER and FAN-DUTY MOTORS
1/4 to 314 HP, 1725 or 1725/1140 RPM
Split Phase. Thermal Protection
40' L 50°C Rise, Continuous Duty
Low Noise, Reduced Starting Torque
$26.83
VEMA	 I R HP	 NEMA
FRAME	 56 FRAME
For furnace blowers, air coolers, belt-driven fan,
and vmilar applications that require reduced
starting torque, low starting amps and low
noise level. Split phase. 115, 208 . 230 & 115/230V,
60 fit. Resilient mounted. Sleeve bearings. 40'C
ambient, Class A Insulation, continuous duty.
Rotation easily reversed. Open, dripproof. Auto-
matic reset thermal protection. Recognized by
UL for construction under the Motor Component
Recognition Program. CSA approved. Gray.
Volts NEMA Shah Type	 Full-Load	 'C Service Stock Shpg,
HP RPM 60 Hz Frame Dla. Long Shah Ampat Rise Fac tor No. Retail Each Wt.
1/6 1725 11:, 48 Sj' 1fj' Flat 3.3 40 1.35 6K906 140.98 126.83 13
114 1725 115 48 yS 14 Flat 5.3 50 1.0 SK908 42.39 27.76 13
1725 115 48 lj 1% Flat 4.4 40 1.35 51(907 44.13 28.90 15
1725 115 48/56 • h e 1)j Flat* -.3.41 40 1.35 5K977 • 44.13 28.90 16
1725 115 56 4 1 Key 4.4 40 1.35 SK260 44.13 28.90 16
1/3 1725 I15 48 4 1 Flat 6.3 50 1.0 SK909 46.49 30.44 14
1725 115 48 fj ISj F iat 5.8 40 1.35 51(682 51.2'2 33.54 17
1725 208-230 48 4
1
Flat 2.8 40 1.0 6K717 54.37 35.60 17
1725 115 W'M. S . 1 
SyjS Flat* 5.8 40 1.35 61(030 • 51.22 33.54 171725 115 Sri K 1 Key 5.4 40 1.35 5K261 51.22 33.54 19
172../114111 Ili 56 }f IT Ii Kev 60 40 1.35 SK654 79.59 52,12 21
1/2 1725 11.5 48 yj 14 Flat 7.0 40 1.25 SK910 71.71 46.96 19
'"'5 115 48/56 . 4 • 1 yj Flat• 7.0 40 1.25 SK258 • 71.71 46.96 1817'25 115 56 4 I l i$ Key 7.6 50 1.0 61(399 58.00 37.98 18
17.3 208-230 56 4 i 1 Key 3.9 40 1.25 ^ 74.86 49.02 '211
1725 115 56 s In Key 7.4 40 1.25 411
"
71.71 46.96 20
172,;/11 .10% 115 '59- l^ Key 9.2 50 1.0 311CCl1l•^lIQQ 79.59 52.12 23
1725/11401 115 56 17,s' Key 8.5 40 1.23 GK394 101.65 66.56 24
3/4 1725 115%230 56 yj I'lig Key 12.0 40 1.25 GK624 96.92 63.47 24
( e) Nos. SK977, 5K258 and 6K030 have NESIA 48 frame body mounted on NEA1A 56 frame cradle base and sup.
phed with n' split steel bushing. (t) At 1725 RPDI. (1) 1/6 FEY at 1140 R PM. (1) 1 /4 HP at 1140 RPNI.
1/2 to 2 HP CAPACITOR-START BLOWER MOTORS
For belt-driven furnace fans and blowers that re-
quire reduced starting torque, lower starting amps
and noise level. Capacitor-start, Induction-run
type. 40'C ambient, 1.25 service factor, Class A$39 .22 Insulation ( 40'C rise), continuous duty. Automatic
1/2 HP	 reset thermal protection. Open, dripproof. Sleevebearings, except No. 6K805 has ball bearings. Resll-
tent mount. NEMA 48 and 56 frames Reversible rotation. Recog-
nized by UL for construction under the Motor Component Recog-
nition Program. CSA approved. Gray. Dayton brand.
NEMA Full-Load
Vohs
	
Frame Amps	 Stock	 St".
HP RPM	 IOHz IS.es.tq (,411SV	 No.	 Retall	 Each	 Wt.
1/2 3450 115/20&2'30 48 	 8.6	 GK804 $59.89 $39.22 16
3/4 3450 115/208.230 56	 9.2	 5K900 71.71 46.96 21
1 1725 115/208.230 56	 12.8	 6K157 122.93 80.50 30
1 3450 115/108-230 56	 11.6	 5K901 90.62 59.34 23
2 3450 115/208-'230 56	 20.4	 61(805 145.78 95,46 37
1 /4 HP, 1 t& Z-SPEED FAN DUTY
Permanent Split Capacitor Type. TENV, Air-Over
For direct driven exhaust and circulator fans.38.72
 115V, 60 Hz. Resilient mounted. Sleeve bearings.
1100 RPM 40°C ambient, 55*C rise, continuous duty. Totally
enclosed. Automatic reset thermal protection. CW
rotation, easily reversed. NEMA 48 frame. Overall length 10x6';
77x" less shaft. Recognized by UL for construction under the
Motor Component Recognition Program. CSA approved. Gray.
Full-Load Amps Stock
	 Shpg.HP	 RPM	 (41100 RPM	 No.	 Retail	 Each	 Wt.
1/4	 1100
	 3.8
	 3M339 $58.39 $38.72
	 16114 1100/2-Spd.
	 3.1	 3M340 80.19
	 3^.44	 18
	
SEE WARRANTY INFORMATION ON PAGE BEFORE INDEX
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refrigeration/air conditioning
^3.R8225A,B,C,D FAN RELAY
:IIiCUI i:1.
Used in heating, cooling,
or heating-cooling systems.
r	 Integral 1/2 inch conduit
spud allows relay to be
mounted on a standard
junction box. Contacts:
Silver cadmium oxide. Max. Operating Ambient: 115 F.
Mounting Means: Threaded 1/2 inch NPT conduit spud.
Dimensions (inches): 2-11/16 high, 2-1/2 wide, 3.7/16
deep. Lister! by Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
RESISTIVE RATINGS: For N.O. contacts-16 amp at
120V, 8 amp at 240V, auxiliary contacts-3 amp at
120V, 2 amp at 240V ac.
SWITCHING AND COIL RATINGS:
Configuration
Models Switching
and Color coding
_
R8225A spdt
M U1
eL At 
""OWN
R8225B 1 spst N 0. 11=' "	 10 A`K
1 spst N.O. RI Al 	 RL ACK_^ ^"^-R8225C 1 spst N C. ne n li	1^_
t OAO ( ONI ACTS
dpst R'^cK"tf
R8225D 1 main N O AU X ILIARY CONTACTS
1 aux. N O YELLOW vrF^ LLow^
R8146A ADD-ON
HEATING RELAY
TRADELINE MODELS:
Contact Ratings amperes)
Order	 120V ac I	 240V ac
Number	 N.O.	 N.C. N.O. N.C.
11 hp)
	 (3/4 hp)
(
1 hp) 13/4 hp)
16.0 F L 13.8 F L 8.0 FL 6.9 FLR8225A 101 78 96.0 LR 82.8 LR 48 0 LR 41.4 LR
Additional Mudels
Contact Ratings lamperes)
120V ac 240V acOrder
Number N.O. N.C. N.O. N.C.
(3/4 hp) (3/4 hp) 0 hp) (3/4 hp)
R8225A1041 13.8 FL828 LR
138FL
828LR
8.0 FL
480 LR
69 FL
414LR
1182256 1007 13.8 FL82.8 LR
8.0 FL
48 0 LR
-
R8225C1005 13.8 FL82.8 LR
13.8 FL
82.8 LR
8.0 FL
480 LR
69FL
41 4 LR
R8225D 1003 13.8 F L 8 0 F L
(main) 82 8 LR 48 0 LR
30 FL
180LR
1 9 FL
114LR(aux 1
x134259 Flush Mounting Bracket Included.
Operating Cod Pull-in
Inrush	 Sealed-	 I	 Voltage
18V
11 VA	 6 VA	 maximum
at 75 percent of
maximum	 maximum
rated
voltage
R8093A THERMAL
TIME DELAY RELAY
W
C^
a^
7 G"
q
^a
pG
PROVIDES .7:J1 f•'.::i; '^i
FOR A
TING	 ;POINE!iVIL-2)
	
1	 HEATING	 T7 ;1
WHEN 1000LING 1:; ADO-
f: F	 ED TO EXISTING IN-
,. .
STALLATI(1N.
	
x ^^	 Used with R8566, R8226,
R8227, or R8239 Fan
Centers and T87F Room
Thermostat. R8146A iso-
lates millivolt heating system power from 24 volt cooling
system control circuit. Electrical Rating: Contacts-0.25
amp at 0.25 to 12V do or 1.5 amp at 24V ac. Relay Coil-
0.4 amp at 24V ac. Ambient Temp. Range: 0 to 100 F.
Mounting Dimensions (inches): 5-1/4 high, 4-1/4 wide,
3 deep. Listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
	
_ Order Nu mber	 Swnching	 Coll Voltage
R8146AI005
	
spst	 24V ac
J T	 02% C.,
EliA'1ION 3Y
iisG STAI11 -'.F
PRFSSO.l -:Nl :'. ANO
art, ^.t r • ,L:;; I0S7A
{ $	 Prevents compressor dam-
age as a result of rapid
_	
cycling. Prevents excessive
inrush current on simulta-
neous start of 2 compressors. Switch Action: Spst
normally open contacts. Contact Rating: 1.5 amp
at 24V ac, 50/60 Hz. Heater Voltage: 24V ac; heater
current 0.08 amp. Timing: Make-35 seconds (nominal);
Break-35 seconds maximum (minimum on time is
3 seconds). Ambient Temperature: 40 to 140 F at 85
to 110 percent rated voltage. Unit will operate at
0 F at rated voltage. Quick-connect terminals. Case
Dimensions (inches): 3-3/4 high, 2-5/16 wide, 2.1/8deep.
Order Number	 Case and Cover
R8093AI008
	
Yes
R8093A1024a	No
a lncludes mounting bracket
A4
fell
f	 j-	 I	 1	 i	 . al^lr	 r^ira^
e--	 r •
2 ^!c te.r ^t^,	 ^^Ft	 /;^ jn^-	 PRICE BULLETIN WS-	 12
DATE	 SEPTEMBER 1, 1976
	
11a&eadcAAA4Pff r^	 SUPERSEDES WS- 11
^	 SEE PRICE LIST FSP-11 FOR DE, CW &LARGER
K^►"	 SIZE COILS
Hot Water and Standard Steam Coils it y9Pm APG, 
= 
?r yWITH PLATE FINNED SURFACE. 5/8" O.D. STAGGERED TUBE DESIGN
	
6 APw : y. Z toMOs -T COIL SIZES SHIPPED FROM STOCK
	 b,
	
1 ROW COILS	 2 ROW COILS
MBH C60 o
 EAT 800 FPM MBH C60 o
 EAT 800 FPM
200 0 - 180 0 200" - 180'
Hot Water S PSI STEAM L I S T PRICE COIL MODEL Hot Water
20
5 PSI STEAM LIST PRICE
13 15 131.00 SW2-6.12-8 26 166.00
16 19 136.00 SW 2 .6-15-8* 26 33 170.0018 23 138.00 SW2-6-18.8* 31 40 173.00
14 17 136.00 SW2-9-9-8* 23 30 168.0018 23 140.00 SW2.9.12-8 30 39
I
173.00
23 28 145.00 SW2-9-15.3 38 49 180.0028 34 150.00 SW 2 . 9 . 18 . 8 46 60 186.00
25 30 150.00 SW 2 . 12-12-8 41 53 186.00
31 37 160.00 SW 2-12-15-8 51 66 196.0037 46 170.00 SW2-12-18-8 61 79 202.00
49 61 180.00 SW2-12.24-8 81 106 232.0063 75 198.00 SW2-12.30.8 102 133 254.00
75 90 220,00 SW2-12-36-8 122 158 284.00
46 57 180.00 SW2-15.18.8 76 99 215.00
61 76 195.00 SW2-15.24-8 102 132 251.00
78 94 225.00 SW2-15.30-8 126 164 292.00 -
94 113 256.00 -8 152 .00
56 68 200.00 / 2 3	 .weieeeia
-1	 -24 122- 175 90 232.00
94 113 260.00 SW 2-18-30-8 152 198 333.00
113 135 280.00 SW2.18-36.8 183 238 359.00
150 180 328.00 SW 2. 18-48. 8 244 316 420.00
110 131 288.00 SW2-21.30-8 178 231 369.00
131 158 314.00 SW2-21-36-8 213 277 402.00
175 210 368.00 SW2.21-48-8 287 371 472.00
100 120 281.00 SW 2 . 24. 24-8 164 212 360.00
125 15U 319.00 SW2-24-30.8 205 265 409.00
150 180 345.00 SW2-24-36-8 244 316 442.00
200 240 398.00 SW2-24.48-8 325 421 510.00
253 304 459.00 SW2.27.54.8 415 537 589.00
250 300 470.00 SW2.30-48-8 410 530 602.00
MODE1. NUMBER EXPLANATION:
Coil Type, Rows Deep, Fin Height, Fin Length, Fins Per Inch
Example
SW-!-6-la -a Steam or Water, 1 Row Deep 6" Finned Height
la" Finned Le th a Fins Per Inch
COIL MODEL
SW 1.6.12-8
SW1.6.15-8*
SW 1.6-18-8
SW 1-9-9-8 *
SW 1-9-12.8
SW 1 . 9-15- 8 *
SW 1.9.18-8
SW1.12.12.8
SW1-12.15.8*
SW 1.12.18-8
SW 1.12.24.8
SW 1.12.30.8
SW 1 . 12 . 36 . 8 *
SWI-15.18.8
SW 1-15.24.8
W-15-30-8
3W 1-15-36-8*
%V I -18.24.8
SW 1 . 18 . 30-8 *
SA 1.18.36-8
SW ! -18.48.8*
SW 1 . 21 . 30-8 *
SW 1.21.36-8*
SW 1 . 21 .48-8 *
SW 1.24-24.8
SW 1 . 24-30-8 *
SW 1.24-36-8
SW 1.24.48.8
SW 1 . 27 . 54 . 8 *
SW 1-30-48-8 *
NOTES:
1.	 All prices are subject to change without notice.
r 2.	 F.O.B.-Scottsboro, Alabama, Terms-Net 30
3.	 Prices include casing.y 4.	 Aluminum fins and copper tubing are standard. *NORMALLY NOT STOCK ITEM
5.	 For cop per fins, contact factory for quotation.
r 6.	 For red brass tubing, contact factory for quotation.
Y . 7.	 Cleanable tube water coils are available. 	 Contact
factory for quotation. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 FURTHER DETAILS
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HALSTEAD & MITCHELL • DIVISION OF HALSTEAD IND'AS r^lES INC. • SCOTTSBORO, ALA. 35768 • (205) 259-1212
o
STEAM TEMP
PSI lCorr. • Factor
2 .95
5 1.00
10 1.07
15 1.13
25 1.22
AVER. WATER TEMP.
Degree	 Corr, Factor
140 .63
1 50
160 79
170 8
200 1.07
400 .04 .09
500 .07 .14
600 .09 .19
700_ .12 24
800 .15 .30
1000 2 4
1200 .30 63
1400 .39 .80
Y
w
6 .84
8 1.00
10 1.16
12 1.33
14 1.52
UR.II}iNAL rAvr. LO
OF POUR QUALITY
t
HALSTEAD & MITCHELL BOOSTER COILS
DIMENSIONS
$InRle row	 Dual row
11/2
	
1 1/2
J..	 i	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I
MPT
I	 I	 I	 I
lel	 i_
1'/H
1299
4^
[.FINNFD
WIDTH 2.598
FINNED
WIDTH
3 41/• CIRCUITING & FITTING SIZES
CORRESPOND TO CAPACITY
CAPACITY CORRECTION FACTORS
FACE VELOCITY
FI'M F .Ce Vet.	 Water C011.	 Steam Cod
400
500 .83 .77
600 .87 .85
700 .94 .94
800 1.00 1.00
900 1.05 1.085
1000 1.09 1.125
r 11^^^cv	 cu^uln
1112
i
0
W
z
z
1 1/z
. W 600 FAT
Inlet Air Dry Bulb Temp.
1.5I Cr
O
U
now
1.0
-30 80
-20	 -10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40 50	 60	 70
INLET AIR D.B.
	 'F
I AIR SIDE FRICTION LOSS
FACE VELOCITY PRESSURE DROP CORRECTION FACTORS
%- FPM (STD. AIR) (Inches W.G.) AIR SIDE FRICTION LOSS
1 RowI 2 Row FINS/INCH Corr. Factor TO
1
f	 •
'
mow
	
HALSTEAD & MITCHEI I • DIVISION OF HALSTEAC A6.DUSTRIES INC. • SCOTTSBORO, ALA. 35768 • (205) 2S9-1212
L __-	 . -..- 1	 1 . r	 I ^...-.1-^rl<. ^^ - 1 -_J - r	 ^-J _ . 1
.8
.7
.6
5/8" O.D. COPPER TUBES
	 E621 3J1 1/2 x 1.299 STAGGERED 	 r Y PE
CORRUGATED PLATE FIN 	 )
TYPE 
AIP
^^^^^	 ^^^ SECTION 8 PAG E E06SEPT MBER1969
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8 ROW
• 6 ROW
W
Hd
LL
O
NW
U
2
I
NN
OJ2
O
v
LL
lL
a
5 ROW
.5
4 ROW
.4
3 ROW
.3 1
.2
0 L
200
2 ROW
I
...I 1 ROW
	
300	 400	 ADO	 600	 700
FACE VELOCITY - FPM	 CAIGINAL PAGE IS
WETTED SURFACE	 FINS PER INCH	
OF POM QUAIlff
	
CORRECTION FACTORS	 CORRECTION FACTORS
Entering Dew Point Minus	 Factor	 FPI	
Factor
Refrp_or Water Temp_—	6	 .84
	
- 
-0	 1.00-	 ----	 1.00--
	
-- t0 -	 ---4- D
	
- ^- - 1.11	 10 --
	
1.16 --
	
20	 -	 1.20	 12 ----	 1.33
	
--30---^ }— 1.27	 14 ---	 1.51
	
40	 1	 1.35
A, ^ 61.3 ea I& Witch ell {
Z	 Pennsyivan,a	 .	 Wyn•,e. Arkansas
y	
'	 /
1
5/8" O.D. COPPER TUBES ^^^PC
1 1/2 x 1.299 STAGGERED L
CORRUGATED PLATE FIN
SEcriw. v, • c„•(F 807
SEPTEMBER 1969
HEAT IRAN ^rER COEFFICIENTS
6210 SURFACE CHILLED WATER CUILS
DRY SURFACE
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- — - --- 
i 200
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140	 Y
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a
AL PAVE ItiQ gib ^ QUAD 
A8	 Zri enupie Pennsylvima 	 •	 Wynne, Arkansas	 i
T..l••w,une. 412452 9400
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Halsteaa(& Mitchell
Pages A9 and A10 are deleted because they contain Ruskin Mfg. Co. 1976
copyright information. For control damper, type CD454, information, contact
Ruskin Mfg. Co. , Grandview, Missouri 64030.
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I)WPF: PS— R ACK PKSSURE
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	 _may-^•:
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t' •=	 The curves shown illustrate test results on
a 18" x	 18" SH6-P-1217 Damper. The
=_i_	 .: : --	 i_:.- •-:
- face velocity was derived by dividing the
	 -
t ..	 CFM by the face area of the Damper.
`t::::
P.O. BOX 1 71 7CS
1017 SUMMIT ST.
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•	 Pages A13 and A14 are deleted because they contain Ruskin Mfg. Co. 1976
copyright information. For damper actuator, model MP-1161-B, information,
contact Ruskin Mfg. Co., Grandview, Missouri 64030.
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it	 Thermal Bleeder Valves
\utunlall. all) drain° wrl. r Ilara and water
q•	 `	 .....led rulpulrnl fur I- it eve yrulrrlion
aal11n,t1 free nth 	. tilrllmates freeze dam-
F`	 l	 ago- repa	 r-irs, ,lawn- tin g e. and was tell water.
Illa'ns unl) when donrrr of Irersi% Is Inun1-
^,	 AI nrlll IIm1 slag^it M ♦ winat It% lellllwruturr rlttrs
aq	 Iu r .rfr Ir so	 Bel f-uctu on a an lowed self-openl-2►ng 	does not deptud ou rnY	 r source..11hium wurkbq yreswre I" PSI. lias4/` IP8 Inert and outlet Constructed or
,,,,:
, YIPS
eavy braxs body, stainless steel spring and
Buna 8 poppet.	 will not rust ur currudr.
Sensor IS sealed, never needs to be replaced under normal
ope rad ng conditions . 	 requires no service
Nos. 4N38N12 & N14-la full open or closed for use wheretemp. drops rapldil; N1111--trickle starts at 39'F
Actuated	 Full	 Full	 NETNe. By Temp Olen Closed EACH
4N38N12-Amblent Air ........... .34'F. .......... 40'F. ........ 8105.9b
46.18N16--Amb1ent Air ............ 29'F.......... 35'F. ..._... 1413.98
41138N1S-Surround. Water .... ,11"IF .._. 40'F.....».. 103.98
f	 By-Pass Relief Valves
Ili. -1- hiss hrnnlr- I A, and s1a,111 x14
,^ 1
	
al-I front. It Is Mlpul it fur usr %% MtIt h)-drnahr purnwroa unit,. where a predrirrmined
pump Alschurge pressurr stud br nualnlalnrd1
	
	 on sal to Mul pnlenl g a m. lift.Saul yAnnlhc notes 1- nluo. ratio. per..%%, 1111, ur an)
%y%lvns regnumg regulation of the pump der
charge pressure. Sullable In systems where
E
	
	 the valve must Als(*harre Into high or %art-
able preasures In the bvpass return Ares
_	
Suitable for water. other liquids and fuel
-y	 wN o il	 rf a t ypes Not ecommended for steamM&vlmum Temperature, 450°F
Size	 Spring Adjustment	 NET
V&.	 In.	 Range Lbs.	 EACH
IM!K12 ......_...„.„.... %..»_................ 	 5-75	 $36.68
4A2K13 ..... ........... %.....».............. 50-150.. ........ ._...».... 36.68
116!1.14.........._„...._ ^i....__.._........100 . 300........__...».... 36.68
„....2oo-goo.......... „..„...... 36 as
161:!1.19......_...._..-... Y1............»».....	 5 . 75 ...................... 36.68
tf6:N17......_...........	 ...._...._...»... . SO- 150 .... _ ................ 36.68
4m!KIB	 .... .................100-300..........._...„.._ 36.68
p:1.2K18 _..._„..__. _ ^._,...._._... . 200 . 600_.._..._........... 3x.68
ts$2N21 ............_..._I
	
5-75 .... ..... ............ 76.37
M!N22 _..._.._._..._1	 .... _..._......... 50 . 150..........„......... 76.37
Ke!N23 _...._..„_ ..... 1 .Y...„.._..„....100 . 300 ........... „........ 79.31
166!K 4 ..........„_.....1	 ............ _ ..... 200-600........„_....„.... 76.31
u.6!h23 »...._...« ..... 11(-„.......„.........	 5-75 ... .... _ ............. 76.37
466: N 36 ... . ........r..„114 ••-». _„__... 50 . 150.... ......... ..... 79.37
446: N27 ......... ..... ...... 11(_...._.._...._...100- 300...................... 76.37
4662M29 _._. __.._15t.. ....... ......... 200-600	 1 ............. 76.37
Fell L6 ^.
EM L2 0 C3 J3 RELIEF Ltj
Pressure-Temperature Relief Valves
It us, Ira, llun frost urr% Im lude: Brass on
lower end of valv e, bronze on upper pa rt,
	 1^
stainless Steel spring and all working pa its
brass
4 umbinrs the outsanding qualllles of a
preasurr rrllrf and a lemlwrsture relief valve
Into one unit. Valve reseat* automatically.
All runnrrlluns 3/1^ female thread. MOrls
	 j
AS\IE requlrrn,rnls. ltatrd and certified by
	 r
the National Rourd. Temperalurr relief ea-
paciflrs rstabll+hrd b) Al:.% at 30.5,04al RTC/
hr. incurs). Thermostatic element starts to
open at 2001F. opens fully at 210'F.
No. ..	
......„. . 9761N11 9761N12 9761N13 9761N14
Opening Pres%ure. PSI
75	 100	 125	 150
Pressure Relief. BTU/Hr. Steam Dbch ASNIE
1.229.000 1.576.000 1,924.000 2.271.000
NET EACH ............ $14.45	 $14.45	 $14.45
	
$14.45
Forged Steel Relief Valves
Standard Ionstrurllun pnlvldes for carbon
sled xprong, for relieving pressure to 600 PSI
al trmleratnrrs to 450•.
bales are available for greater relle. ing pres-
sure Ito 900 PSI) and higher temperatures.Prices tin I(equnt.A maximum working pressure of 2000 PSI
at 100 1 F or 700 PSI at 850-F Is permissable.,.fee
	
is ASNIF: code for unfired pressure vessels.
	 eRelieves pressure in pump lines. drums, heal
exchangers. unfired pressure vessels handling
water, steam. oil, or vapor May be used to
	 i
.0 Netrelieve into the atmosphere or Into another part
of the piping system. Forged at
	 body. stainless
steel ball and seat. Angle pattern, screwed con-
Decitons
No. 4709N
Size. in	 -...._.........	 14 	 R	 K	 4f	 1NET EACH . ........... $51.00 $57.00 $711.53 $93.32 $112.11
NOTE: When ordering specify: het Pressure, Service Telperature. Size and Number.
,	 l
l
1 Guided Piston Relief Valves
ALUMINUM	 R1t.\SS	 •	 STAINLP:SS STEEL
These relief valves are available with Aluminum, Braus or Stainless Steel bodies. Spring and t
- /e4• plstun are all Stainless steel
' ^
'^'
Furnished wllh a soft &teat (or [rs and liquid service. Seat Material: 5 . 125 PSI Synthetic rub-bar. 125 . 3100 PSI Teflon 	 For -service from -65 to 325•x'.
-Also available with metal to metal sea!, designed for general Industrial liquid application such r	 1
" as oil and water and Silicone Seat designed for fuel, chemical and other ser-Oces	 Prices on an	 %7 request
Furnished standard with female Inlet and outlet. Male Inlet and female outlet available
Prices on rrqurst.
,p
114Available with factory set pressurt as IndicatedDirect acting relief valor with excellent characteristics of quick, smooth unloading and ac-
curateoperatlen within the pressure range.
WhenNOTE:  oar Icnng specify' No. 4706K. Size, Factory Pressure Setting. Type of Service and whether aluminum. brass
w staJnleas &feel Is degired-
No. 4106K
NET EACH Pressure Range Settings Available
tlumlaum 11/.' size	 b4^ hls0	 r^ K190	 y4
1. 8190	 b4" Sox" Range Factory Setbra..	 .......„_......„. ..... 	 $ 3'!.311	 5 33.17	 74.44	 $ 3X.63	 S 40.38....................	 :12 . 38	 :13.17	 34 . 44	 314.63	 40 . 38 5-15 PSI10-50 PSI 10 PSI35 PSI
91.44	 63 . 02	 94 . 21	 109 . 25	 111.63	 1	 40-125 PSI 90 PSI
PrOSsure Range Settings Available
Range Factory Set
NET F.ACH 115 - 250 PSI 200 PSI241^ Size	 1/1 `lac	 qf,^ h190	 r^." Size	 yl^ Slav 235-450 PSI 360 PSIUmmnu m ....................... a :1:.:414	 S :1:1.17	 9 34.44	 $ 311.03	 S 4n, 314 430.050 PSI 550 PSIgeese ... ........... ... „...
	
32.314	 3:4.17	 :14.44	 311.6:1	 40.38 630-850 PSI 750 PSIalalakes Its. ................	 81.44	 9:1.02	 94.21	 109.25	 111.63 610-1020 PSI 850 PSI
Pressure Range getting* Available
NET VACH Range Factor• Bet
IA.^ 141st-	 1/4^ Kozo	 yh^ hle0	 ytt^ Flee	 ei/4^ 14190 800-1500 PSI 1000 PSI4lunonum ......... ........ ...
	 K	 42.38	 S	 4 :1.15	 S 44.19	 5	 411.111	 S	 50.61 1400 . 2100 PSI 1750 PSI
ar'+ `x 4'!.28	 4:1.13	 44.111	 414.61	 60.51 1500-2750 PSI 2200 PSI
"I Slalera Klaai .„.............	 101	 ',0	 I uH ny	 107 37	 1 1 " 71	 ; 11 9'1 •.`r,ni,	 100	 PSI 2600 PSI
McMASTER - CARR
ORIGINAI: PAGE Lr)
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Af5.
Separate Electrical Chamber
j
Two V." Through Wiring
Conduit Hubs
/	 External Mounting Lugs
Cover and Gasket for
Adjusting Nuts Furnished
on Watertight and Explo-
sion-Proof Models
Copper - Free' Aluminum
Die-Cast Body
1
A.7 v o gs i RI  P81 N " ORIGINAL PAGE LjC)F P" QUALI'['S'
TEMPERATUR E SWIT r' 1 1
incorporates the features most wanted!
Fifteen Different StandardW	 Switch Units Available
'	 Available in General Purpose,
	 w	 ^+
Watertight, and Explosion '*_1 
+	 Proof Construction(Explosion-Proof Conslru6liun\
Shown)
Fixed Factory Mounted
Snap Action Switch	 ^F
Watertight Gasket --.`
ffN
	
Adjustable Reactuation(Reset) Pont Over
Full Scale
!t^
^V^
`.,",^'4' 	Externally Visible Temperature
,° V
	
Scale in °F and °C
r	 Adjustable Actuation (Set)
Point Over Full Scale
Unique TRI-POINT
Alternating Fulcrum
..	 Balance Plate
Separate Temperature Transducer
for Field or Distributor 	 _ _ -^	 ^r" Diameter
Assembly to Switch Unit  
	 Bulb (or Probe) may be
Mounted Horizontally or
Thirty-six Different	 j,^	 Vertically Without
Standard Temperature	 U	 ` ,)	 J I	 g OperationTransducers	 1l	 /^Available in 9 Different 	 ( l
Standard Temperature
Ranges
qJ 1
Vapor Pressure Operation— 	 }	 "'•'zii':tZ
Limited Fill of Volatile	 ; ry
Liquid Assures High
Over Temperature 	 xs171f 	 z
Protection and	 k
Minimizes Ambient
Temperature Effects	 t
^;	 ::3 	 Capillary Standard with
J
^Double Braided Copper or
SensorTem erature	 Element	 Plain Stainless Stee!. AlsoP	 9	 ^'	 Available with Galvanized
Available Standard as Direct 	 '	 1f`	 Steel or Stainless Steel
	
Probe or Capillary and Bulb in 	 ^'	 Spiral Inteilccked Armor
Copper or Stainless Steel
\	
'0 eX copper content or Im.
A 16 
W
Ii
Y
i
+
i
i
cm
__ I-	 ^ ^_^ - _7 - I, W. ^. .., 1^	 i	 w^ras..rira.	 ^^• ^ ^sBrnl^l•
A J _ ` ^^	 Temperature Switches
r	 ,,h ADJUSTABLE DEADBAND TYPE
Independently Adjustable Set and
SERIES' SA10 • SA11 • SAl2
	Reset Points Over Entire Range
I
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: This series of ASCO TRI-
POINT Temperature Switches Is the adjustable deadband
type. They consist of two separate sub units, a factory ad-
justed switch assembly unit and a temperature transducer
unit. The temperature transducer utilizes a vapor fill to
actuate the switch assembly unit in response to tempera-
ture changes. These temperature switches may be pur-
chased as an assembled unit, or they may be purchased
as two separate units for field assembly In all cases, when
ordering, the third digit of the switch assembly unit must
be identical to the third digit Of the temperature trans-
ducer unit
Example: SA10A Assembled to GA10A1
Must Be Identical—.
0! ' The temperature transducer uses the vapor
pressure principle In which the vapor pressure of the liquid
SPECIFICATIONS
in the sensing bulb Is related to the temperature being
sensed. This pressure is converted Into a force and trans-
mitted to the balance plate. Two Independently adjustable
springs apply a counter force to the balance plate. Move-
ment of the balance plate in two steps Is transmitted to the
snap action electrical switch by an operating rod. The actu-
ation (set) point and the reactuatlon (reset) point are both
Independently adjustable over the full temperature range
of the switch. The temperature difference between the set
and reset points is the deadband and is adjustable from the
minimum as listed belL,r to the maximum of the full range.
OPTIONA L
 FEATURES: Several options are available;
for details and availability, consult pages 9, 10 and 11.
EL``CTF,:CAL INFORMATION: Consult page 9 for elec-
trical ratings and schematics for standard and optional
snap action switches.
W
Qr.a
g I
0
r
	
HOW TO SELECT AND ORDER 	 SWITCH ASSEMBLY UNITS
	
I	 TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCER UNITS
1. Determine the temperature range needed Preferably the
actuation point should be in the m Odle two thirds Of
	
(Two t." NPT Conduit Nuts Standard 	 (	 Direct	 Capillary cad
the Span. Check that the matlmum temperature rating 	 I	 Probe	 Bulb
is Sullr[rent.
2. Real across and select one twitch assembly unit with 	 (1r— s^	 I	 ^^^,
the proper enclosure	 !	
^++^^I	
L _	 I	 :^	 !.. .
T. Continue across the same line and Select one transducer	
',	 I	 I^-
according	
a
to the construction desired. 
4. Field Assembly! Order the sw . tch assembly un.t and the	 I
transducer unit i	 their respective calalOR numbers if
r0u dlfrfe 10 Nerd asSemb lf the tem peralw! switch.
The third digit in each catalog number must be idenACJI.^ k • 	 i
I. Factory Assembly, Add the two catalog numbers togetherV
se parated by a slash ( ), it y ou desire a completely ts-	 i^
sembleo temperature twitch 	 ^—	 1	 T
EuwRle: For a temperature switch teout r ed to actuate at	 1
50 1 F, select a 090 • F switch Such a temperature switch 	 General	 11Plasma-	 (	 Armored Copper Capillary,
trim a general pur pose enclosure and copper capillary and	 Purpose Type	 hoof Type	 or Plain Stainless Steel
bulb *auto be catalog number SAIOA QDIIAI. 	 -- -- --	 --- -	 I	 Capillary	 —
g ' CAPILLARY AND BULBI
GENERAL
	
EXPLOSION- I	 DIRECT PROBE
	
~ COPPER	 1	 Stg S.S.
	
ADJUSTABLE
	
D(AUSAND	 PURPOSE	 WATERTIGHT	 PROOF	 v	 ----^ (Armored	 (Plats
	OPERATING
	
MAX.	 AT	 ENCLOSURE
	
ENCLOSURE	 ENCLOSURE	 COPPER	 SIB I_&	 Capillary)	 Capillary)
	
RANGE
	
TEMP.	 MID RANGE • 	-	 -	 -
	IIN Degrees)
	
fin calmer)	 (in Degrees)	 CATALOG NB.
	
CATALOG ill
	
CATAl00—NO.	 CATAl00 NO.	 CATALOG NB.	 CATALOG NO. ' CATALOG NO.
` f- - -60 4U _-.200 `- 6 ---•--- -	 ---^- --T	 -
• C 	 -51--7	 93	 3.3	
SAJCA	 SAIIA	 SAl2A	 QAIOAI	 QA10A4	 QA11A1 l	 QA11A4
'F	 -30- 60	 250	 6
°C	 -34- 16	 121	 3.3	
SA10A	 SAIIA	 j	 SAl2A	 I OB10A1	 QBIOA4	 OB11A1	 QB11A4
-- °F	 0. 90	 300 -- -- a---	 -
•C	 -18- 32	 149 _
	
4.4	
SAIOA	 SAIIA	 SAl2A	 QD10A1	 001OA4	 OD1IA1	 QD11A4
	
_7F_ ---50:l60- ___'35O -	 7	 - -	 -- - -	 -
'C	 10 11	 111	 3.8	
SAIDA	 SAIIA	 SAl2A	 OFlOA1 i QF1OA4	 QF11A1	 OFIIA4
` f ---- 100 . 220	 450	 B	 - _---	 ---- -	 ^	 --
`C -
	
38 104	 232	 4.4	
SA10A	 SAIIA	 SAl2A	 O110A1	 i	 Q11OA4 
I
I 	 QJ11A1	 QJ11A4
-	 -	 —^
"IF r 160 . 260	 500	 -9 - - -- - - -	 ----	 I	 — I
`C -	 71.127 -
	
260	 5.0	
SA10A	 SAIiA	 SAl2A	 1 QL1OA1 i	 QL10A4	 QL11A1	 QL11A4
-F --- 225 . 340	 600	 1?-	 -~-	 -
- `C	 107-171	 316	 6.7	
SA10A	 SAIIA	 SAl2A	 ONIOAI	 QN10A4	 ONiIAI	 ON1IA4
F	 300-450 - - 700	 _ 12 -
SAIOA	 SAIIA	 SAl2A	 OT10A1	 OTIOA4	 QT11A1	 QT11A4
• C 	 149.232	 371	 _ 6.7
- --	 --	 SA10A	 SAIIA	 SAl2A - QUl0A1	 QUl0A4	 QU11A1	 QU11A4
F	 350 - 510	 800	 Is	 7
`C	 111.266	 427	 10
wee
at tri reme tno% O f nahyt. va T u,, Nay vary up r W-.. U 1 luiru vedoue ..0	 •••
O
SOLozi Fi.) S 71^L-'T'U
SOLAR!
 'LA RC -, T WATERONTROLCORP
TWO or-,
col	 -0
oRiGINAl, Mft t
or KKLX WMM I^^
A18
Wiring Diagram
r Model 77-1 71
Or 1--1ct W - ter Ccjn1r01!er
Description
The model 77-171 is a solid-
state differential thermostat
capable of fully controlling a
solar hot water heating
system. The unit is designed
for a lifetime of maintenance
free service, and incorporates
freeze and boil protect circuitry.
Air and Water Probes
Specifications
Input Voltage ......... , .. Either 120 VAC = 1 OV or 24 VAC ±4V.
Input Power ............. 3 watts, no load.
Control Relay ............ SPDT, 10A. (resistive) at 28 VDC or 120 VAC. Higher
ratings available.
Output Voltage .......... Either 120 VAC or 24 VAC.
Sensors ................ Matched thermistors, (±1°C over range from 0'C to +100°C)
in a metal housing, with high temperature terlon leans
Differential Turn-off
Offset .................. Typically 4°F ±2° @100°F, scan be adjusted by a
resistor change).
Differential Turn-on
Offset .................. Typically 20°F ±2° @ 100T (can be adjusted by a resistor change).
Temperature
Range .................. Controller chassis: —40°F to 140°F
Sensors: —40°F to +300°F
Tracking Accuracy ....... ± 5°F over entire operating range.
Isolation Protection ....... 1500 V
Size .................... 4„ x 4„ x 31/2"	 lele	
L
Weight .................. 2 lbs.	 OP, P(aR QUA
Mounting ............... Moue tts on 4" x 4" "J" box.
JWring Code
Low voltage
High voltage
— — — — Contractor installea
I
Stepdown transformer
r
,i
Air probes art available for
clamp or screw mounting.
Water probes have 1/2"
NPC thread, ii, lengths from
23/4" to 28".
115 VAC Input, wire nut
connection or 6' line cord
ii
I	 t1
24 VAC Input
T2I	 I
Aux.In/Out	 1 3
I 	 ^
High	 L 4
I	 I
Common	 -+-5
I	 I
l	
i	 Low _ _ — J 6
I	 I	
r-- —
I	 I
1	 I
L------	 Blue
yellow
Relay closes when
collector temperature Is
higher than storage temperature
24 VAC output
r_7 Collector probe
Storage probe
Red/81k
— Red
----	 RediWht
i
I^
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ox
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BLACK
WI RINC, C()nL
	 I
LOW VOLTAGE
mzc=m HIGH VOLT AGE
WIRE NUTS
	 BLACK ^\
1 ^	 \may// "^V
""•Z
COMMON RED
RELAY WIRES
RF•.D/I3I,AC K (NC)
COfh1MON RED
RED/wilI'm, (NO)
OPTIONAL. RELAY POLES
2ND ORG/BROWN (NC)
COMMON ORG
ORG/WHITE, (NO)
3RD BROWN/BLACK (NC)
COMMON BROWN
4" X 4" OUTLET BO1,
120 V A
INPUT
BROWN/WHITE (NO)
A20 
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U.S. INDU: RIAL SPEC. R 
212E /R 32F = 1 ­1911	 1
PLATINt: ;,ESISTANCE THERMOMETER
1 .^	 T	 100 OHMS AT 32eF.
11 1 	^RS	 127100
:, rrl(li1/1nAc. 1	 J, , bnl,
	 4121 %r	 '?%
fir) a11. •.il 1111 411 •..51 7111 a(n.-sI 711)	 411 ,4.1 %I 71x1
-1•P,6
N 17H.51
119,1•
I.r1
-10).0
4"j.•.5)	 -
to.'.'
T.11
-Si,6
AI)—SI
A9,61
T1r)
-1.0
411..%1
40.1.-1;11,11	 17,75 +'),r	 7..11 .?J6,o	 7e. 19 -193,0	 49.28
-)11.0 .0 7A. )0 -711.4 74.02 -{92.0 69.52 -117.0 Sv.Sr -112.4 70,10 -S r,O Nn•t1 .77,1 0. ..'4
-]16.p 111. I • -29 „ n 79.15 •T 16,0 19.26 -111.0 40. 1y -1 H .J A6,i0 -101.• tn, a •.•6,0 !D•17 •71.0
• 375,7 17.14 -790.+ ze•e6 • 775 ,6 79.17 -178.0 19.98
I
-145.0 69,72 -7011•) 16,55 -Sh,O .0.67 -19.0 i7. 11
•)76.0 1',17 .217.4 19,79 •i 11,0 39,7] -199,0 50.71
-166.0 A),S5 .70.11 17.11 •••4.11 AO.4J .9.0 10•^]
• 771.1 I n -21N,A 1v, 12 • 219.0 10.96 •18 • .0 S6•aa
-161.0 L^. 7a -115,4 71.0E -57.0 51.12 •h,p 71.:5
• 177.0 {t	 11 •2/1,4 29,S6 - 1 17,4 •0.20 -18 7 .0 50.67 - -)11.9 hl.01 -a l,n 71.21 •41.D .7• -1,A 71.31
VA •114,6 27,19 •2]1.0 •0.119 • iPe.0 59,40
-1.1.7 91.2• -V;,. 71.15 -71,11 81.'7 -h,e 71.51
-ljn,n 31.11 -7+%.n L1.0) .7)0.0 46.81 .785,4 Sl•I4
-1.0,0 11,11 -%S.9 /1,6q -SJ.O 91.11 .S,J 97•.12
-117,4 11.•5 -716,4 10.2 1 .jeV,O •0.70 • 1 ► 4 .11 S1. J 1 -1)4.0 61.67 -91,11 •{,4( •17,0 A7.^1 -6•c Vt.n1
-11 A.7 17.•,7 -71?,p )0.51 •:70,9 11.13 •;A ► •7 %7.60 -I 1 11 .0 o1.9t -4),1 tj.11 -•7.11 P7.7. -).n 72.74
• 3{1. • 1 17,'.6 -7+7.1, J0, t5 -221,9 61.17 • 187.4 51.9) -171.0 !!•IS •?,A 17.]0 -67.9 1.,119 •1.0 •1.6.1
• 1119,.` t),Iq -Jfl,p )n,u0 .)26.0 /1,AG •191.0 •176.0 1,7. 19 -91.11 17,•7 • -.11,7
.7,6Y
- 1.9 72.7,
-11 % .n Tn.•! -71q,n 11.17 .725.0 •1.91 -1q0. : s2..V I -175.0 62.`! -10.11 17.31 -•S.0 is ,Yl 0.0 72.0)
..{4.11 1,.613 -154.4 1;,69 12.D7 •1 /C S2 .!2 -116.0 62..1 .90,6 Ii.6f -44,0 91.17 1.6 91.1%
.• 11.0 )11.',1 -254,4 71.1E .711.: 11.)0 -1 TN.ce 52.15 I	 -111.: 67.05 47.3 l.,2b .61.0 9 ► ,36 7.r, a3, 71
-•^),i l'.1% -2%r,t 11.0• .772.E •7.56 •171.6 57.96
-177.0 61.27 -d l,n 1),•9 .67.0 11.51 ),0 97,50
1	 - ^,1,r 71.17 .746,4 )2.17 •271.7 •7.11 -176.4 Sl•71 -171.0 67.51 -AA,p 73.71 •41.0 ^J. • J •,9 97.91
-'I	 •..	 •, .11.57 .'6%,, ]2.11 -720.0 49. 01 - 1 15.0 53.46 -111.0 1,3,71 •115,4 /7,'.) -•0,9 44.41 %.0 94,^3
.	 •I ,. I.Y7 .151,6 't,6h .219.1 4),74 •174.5 S].ht -120.0 67.11 -64,, la,:S -)7,Y N•.ti r,0 04.%S
. .•1.11 •. %1 .0 77.90 .718.0 6).41 .1 l),1 5).90 -1111 6..211 -91.9 7a, 14 -1d,0 e•.•1 •,9 9•.•P
lnt.o 117.16 J,6 7]•12 •71 7 ,0 6).11 •17'.0 56.1) -127.0 61,61 Y. 7., •,1 1	 -) 1 .0 81,70 9.A 71.70
-766.4 a ,h•1 - " I.n JI. )! -116.1 6.1.0♦ .171.0 S1•)e -126.0 61,67 -h{,n 11,1) .)6,0 N6,V1 0,7 96.07
-)0%•C II,d• ..,0 1),00 •2IS,0 11.17 -170.0 S6•S9 -125.7 6.,9q - 90.11 75,16 .?S,n M,.16 111,4 OS,14
77.83. .711.0 44.41 -169.0 51.12 -1;,	 a 65.11 -19.6 +5.14 •14,11 PS•75 11.0 311.11,
111,1 jl, l7 -75X,4 7•,01 -71]•0 44.•. -16.,0
""OS
-171.0 55.76 -^S,0 ",51 -13.0 SS.Si 12•.1 9S.Sq
-147.0 71,%(1 .757,4 )4,)1 -212,n 11,81 -167,0 SS.7A -:22.0 6%.Sb -17, 15,7? -J2,0 gS,PI IJ•n 75•X9
-161.7 7),tl0 -251.,4 14.54 .)1{,0 •5,10 •IeA.O SS. S1 -171.0 •.5, 1V -Tb.^ IS,Se .)1,1 P1,•nJ 14,0 98.67
-144.0 76,06 -755.0 ]•. r6 •210.0 15.76 -865,0 SS.74 -117.0 •1 .07 •15,0 ti, „ i, -117.7 R6. 7f ti. f. •h•2S
-74S,A 24.29 .2'`4.9 15.02 -299.0 15.51 .164,0 %S.7' -119.9 eL.75 -7t,. 71,4• -29,0 oo. {N „1 Vh .6'
-jvN.O 7•.S1 • tti l,n 77.27 •10X,4 •5.90 -96).0 56.7E -119.0 61,67 •1).O 16.6) -28.0 96.7) 17.4 it .Ai
• 197.0 7'., i' •
1
2,n 75.49 .207.0 •6.r4 Sa.0 -117.0 79.76 -17,1 /6.16 -77.0 Ih•92 19.11 96,'11
•jV%,D "75.61 • 51.7 75.7] .206.) 66,71 •161.0 56.66 -116.0 66,4] -71,0 71.01 -if.O 87.14 14.11 97.17
-275.0 25.05 -75.1,0 75.10 -705,0 19.50 •111,0 56.09 -115.7 61,15 •70,0 )/, ''1 -25,0 5T, 3 T 2^.0 17. f5
-tY4.0 75.41 249,4 16.70 -704.0 46.7J -151.0 Sf•12 •114.0 6T•J•, -90,0 17.51 -2•,11 n.SV 21.0 71,57
-2V
J
.5.113 •La 4 .9 1X,43 .7^1.0 61J.47 -159.0 31.15 -117.7 57,61 -69,7 17,16 •.A )1,57 2.•.0 i•.fi
-777.0 25.41 -isi,n )6,11 11.70 •151,0 57.58 •112.0 67,97 -bI,A T7, 7- -?t,9 911.-. 27.9 711.,1
-101.0 16,21 -2.6.6 36.91 •701,4 67.4) -154,0 S1,l1 -111.0 69.16 -65,0 79.21 -11.0 •A.le 7.,11 11.27
•2Vr,0 Jh,•5 -.'65.0 J1,16 •200,0 •1.!6 -1SS.e 56.06 -110.0 6i, 17 -65.1 IA, rJ -ZC.00 hr,-4 25.11 i1,, 46
-
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-787.0 21.11 -26j .6 11,X5 .19 x ,0 •1,•)6 -152.0 SA.12 -11()7.0 88.91 -62.(1 10,14 -11.0 91.15 21.1 99•!2
• 7.11,0 71.41 -761.0 )9.06 .)16.0 .9.59 .151.0 SONS -106.4 60.10 -h{,n 7V,)) -18,11 49.9/ 71.11 70. 16
• 2PS,0 27•!5 -264,0 79.)1 • 1 95 .0 19,82 •156,0 59.10 '175.0 6V,6j -Ae•r, 11,55 -15,0 A•i,6J 10,0
- t 44.0 7.2	 89 - 279,4 ).,SS •194.0 19.05 - 149,0 50.6;
I
-144.0 14,64 •57,• :4, 1P I	 . 14,4 AV •P2 ]I,a i4,+9
T 111 111r..S1 7(11 a10H.5) T11) 91(• . MSI 1111 n 	 J • - . SI Tlrl 4(n .•.GI T I r I 9110,4..'.1 ^71tI aloes-sl 7(.1 010."51
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37.8 100 . 22 /0,11 I.IU. 11 I13,0 119,92 16 N.0 114,16 117.0 119,]7 251',4 1 . 6,'1 7.J 7'9.67 )..1,6 161.09
34.0 100.•4 /V,7 110. J1 176.8 17D.1) 169.9 174.67 1216.0 1!9,51 259.^ 16'7.,'• 1	 •,0 119,6• 769.0 165.07
15.0 100.75 80.0 110.56 175,0 174.75 1l1,0 117.79 215.0 14,:5 2%C.^ 161. _.n 1' 9 .65 150.0 168.71
36.. 100•A 1 81.9 110. 7 6 126.0 120.57 171.0 179.30 219.0 1134,15 291•, 14 •.' 7,116 751.0 89.51
)7.0 101.10 92.4 110.90 :21,0 120.79 112.0 170.57 !C•11 7 .0 14	 IB 1277,11 H'.'• 1'•7`^ 772.1 1)60,.7
1N,P :01. 1 7 '11).0 11'.2n 126,0 121.00 117.0 117.11 I	 JI".A 111,91 "7.1,5 •, 1• .• ] 5 3.0 164.92
17.0 101.51 46.0 111. 4 2 127,0 {74,0 Ian . iy I	 i	 i7>.0 160.64 (	 it	 ,n 1-'.1. - )%6 • A •61.13
110.8 101. e6 PS,n 111. 116
1
.011921.6.1
21.22
775.0 111.16 7 • ^.0, 160.+) 2+`.` 1%^.+ • •. •_,0. 157.9 169,34
11.0 1181.19 BA,n 111.96 111.p 121. • 5 816.4 131.18 I	 2.1.0 I.I.OI 266,;' 1"	 .01 ?117.0 I.I. 'S 1,,A 160.55
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56.0 11 14 .66 99,, 111.69 11•,.1 17...1 1"v .0 1)1.18 2)•.71 111.61 2T .6 153.1 7 .4,0 3 9 2.05 361.0 112.26
55.4 105,01 10e.0 116.91 145,4 124.69 190.0 1) 1 .)7 7)`. .0 111.82 20,0.1. 15)• %q 1.5,5 t•1.Sb ]19.0 112.47
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63.0 1106,67 1:8.0 116,65 15).0 126.61 19e•D 1)6.11 26).0 115,72 280•. ISS,2 7 311.0 111.1• 17@,0 114.14
14.0 10 1 .06 ID0.0 116,97 151,0 176,59 190,D 1)6.72 7.4.0 1.5.91 Z69	 .1 {55.46 3]6.0 161.9 110.0 111.)4
bS,O IC 7,16 110.0 111,09 {SS,o 126,X5 20).0 1)1.54 7.5.E 146.15 24',11 ;;i.h9 )J i 3 O 765.15 )P0,0 17•.55
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PRODUCT NUMBER SELECTION CHART
Primary Secondary
Product
Number Mounting
Dimensions
(See Figure)Voltage Electrical Voltage Electrical IConnection Connection —
3 VA. CAPACITY TRANSFORMERS
Y61 AA-3 1	 120 1	 8" 8 6 W Lead Wi res 2S 3 Terminals	 4" x 4" Plate	 3
Y61AB^— 120 8" B b W Lead Wires 25 2 Terminals	 2" x 4" Plate	 4
Y61 A C 2 120 1	 8" B & W Lead Wires 25 2 Terminals Foot, '7"- 14  NIPS_ Male Hub j	 S
Y61AE 2 120 1	 10" B 6 W Lead Wires 25 I	 3 Terminals Foot 6
Y61 AF-2 120 8" B 6 W Lead Wires 25 2 Terminals !i"-14 NPS Mole Hub 	 7
Y61 BF-2 240 8"' B 6 Y Lead Wires 25 2 Terminals 1h"-14 NIPS Male Hub 	 7
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AJ,PAGE yq BA SO' TRANSFORMERS
Mao	 QU.TtrtTVl	 For Use With PENN-BASO Gns Controls and Ignition Systems
a
t
APPLICATION
These transformers are designed to match the 25 volt
power requirements of Penn-Baso gas controls and
ignition systems.
Transformers for use with Penn motor actuators, Actrol..
staging and other low voltage control circuits are
described in Bulletin 374?. Bulletin 3740 describes the
I'enn•Baso igniter transformers.
FEATURES
—Transformers deliver 25 volts nunimum at their VA.
ratings at 100%, power factor.
—Choice of primary voltages to meet power require-
ments.
— Plate, foot or conduit hub mounting models available.
— Choice of terminal board or lead wire connections.
—Two or three terminal secondary as selected.
—Color coded lead wires for simplicity and standard-
ization.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Baso transformers are high quality devices that provide
rated secondary output under rated load.
Secondary voltage of 25 volts. Transformers may be used
on 50 or 60 Hz. power supply.
Series Y61 and Y62 are NEC Class 2 energy limiting.
Series Y63 is NEC Class 2 internally fuse protected.
i)	
r It^.^r
-	 I	 ^^t r
IIII
	 .sy	
Ilk
fig. 1 — Y61AA 3 plate mount-	 Fig. 2 — The foot mounted
ed 20 VA transformer is illus-	 Y61AC•2
	
is illustrated. Note
trated above. Note the three
	 addition of the conouit hub.
secondary terminals.
MISCELLANEOUS SPECIFICATIONS
Open Circuit Voltage (No Load): Y61, 27.5; 1"62, 29.5;
Y63, 27.5.
Finish: Cold drawn steel end bells, frame, feet and plate,
inc plated with dichromate dip.
Laminations: loft Silicon iron with edges painted black.
Identification: Stamped on laminations, foot or huh
mounted models. Stamped on plate of plate mounted
models.
Minimum Ambient Temperature: —40 F (--40 C ).
Packaging: Bulk pack supplied to 0ED1's. Individual
reshippable package supplied At extra cost.
Series
Num;ser
Bulk Pack
Qty.
36---^--^^-------
43
Approx.
WtAbs. (kg)
Y61
-
plate 60.5 (27.2)
Y61 foot 54	 24.3)
Y62 Plme 36 76	 ;34.2)
Y62 feet 30 49	 (22)
Y63 Plate 12 30	 (13.5)
Y63 Hub 32 66	 12911
